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The next-to-leading order ~NLO! Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie ~BLM! scale for the pion transition form
factor is determined. To achieve that, a consistent calculation up to n f-proportional next-to-next-to-leading
order contributions to both the hard-scattering amplitude and the perturbatively calculable part of the pion
distribution amplitude is performed. By combining and matching the results obtained for these two amplitudes,
a proper cancellation of collinear singularities is established and the g5 ambiguity problem ~related to the use
of the dimensional regularization method! is resolved by using the naive-g5 as well as the ’t Hooft–Veltman
~HV! schemes. It is demonstrated that the prediction for the pion transition form factor is independent of the
factorization scale mF
2 at every order in the strong coupling constant, making it possible to use the simplest
choice mF
2 5Q2 at the intermediate steps of the calculation. Assuming the pion asymptotic distribution ampli-
tude and working in the MS scheme, we find the BLM scale to be mR
2 5mBLM
2 ’Q2/9. Based on the same
distribution, the complete NLO prediction for the pion transition form factor is calculated in the aV definition
of the QCD coupling renormalized at mR2 5mV2 5e5/3mBLM2 ’Q2/2. It is in good agreement with the presently
available experimental data.
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The pion transition form factor plays a crucial role in
testing QCD predictions for exclusive processes. It appears
in the amplitude that relates two, in general virtual, photons
with the lightest hadron, the pion, g*g*→p0. Historically,
this process attracted much interest since the axial anomaly
@1# fixes the value of the form factor when both virtualities of
the photons are zero (gg→p0). For large virtualities of the
photons ~or at least for one of them! perturbative QCD
~PQCD! is applicable @2#. A specific feature of this process is
that the leading-order ~LO! prediction is zeroth order in the
QCD coupling constant, and one expects that PQCD for this
process may work at accessible values of spacelike photon
virtualities @3#. Experimentally, the most favorable situation
is when one of the photons is real (g*g→p0).
The framework for analyzing exclusive processes at large-
momentum transfer within the context of PQCD was initi-
ated and developed in the late 1970s @4,2#. It was demon-
strated to all orders in perturbation theory that exclusive
amplitudes at large-momentum transfer factorize into a con-
volution of a process-dependent and perturbatively calcu-
lable hard-scattering amplitude, with a process-independent
distribution amplitude ~DA!, one for each hadron involved in
the amplitude. Whereas the DA is intrinsically nonperturba-
tive and its form is determined by some nonperturbative
methods, the DA evolution is subject to a perturbative treat-
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hadron is regarded as consisting only of valence Fock states;
transverse quark momenta are neglected ~collinear approxi-
mation! as well as quark masses.
Although the LO predictions in the sHSA @as well as in
the modified hard-scattering approach ~mHSA! in which the
collinear approximation is abandoned @5# # have been ob-
tained for many exclusive processes, only a few processes
have been analyzed at next-to-leading order ~NLO!: the pion
electromagnetic form factor @6–8#, the pion transition form
factor @7,9,10# ~and @11# in the mHSA!, and the process gg
→M M¯ (M5p ,K) @12#.
It is well known that, unlike in QED, one cannot rely
upon the LO predictions in PQCD ~the expansion parameter,
i.e., the running coupling constant is rather large at current
energies!, and that higher-order corrections are important.
The size of the NLO correction as well as the size of the
expansion parameter, i.e. the QCD running coupling con-
stant, can serve as sensible indicators of the convergence of
the expansion. However, as the truncation of the perturbative
expansion at any finite order causes the residual dependence
of the prediction on the choice of the renormalization scale
and scheme, these choices introduce an ambiguity in the in-
terpretation of the finite-order perturbative prediction. In
general, including higher-order corrections has a stabilizing
effect ~see @8#, for illustration! reducing the dependence of
the predictions on the schemes and scales ~since the all-order
prediction is independent of the scheme and scale choice!.
However, to assess the convergence of the perturbative ex-
pansion, it is necessary not only to extend the calculation
beyond the LO ~which is a very demanding task in many
cases!, but also to optimize the choices of the scale and
scheme according to some sensible criteria.©2002 The American Physical Society20-1
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@13,14#, all vacuum-polarization effects from the QCD b
function are resummed into the running coupling constant.
Since the coefficients b0 ,b1 , . . . are functions of n f ~num-
ber of flavors!, according to the BLM procedure, the renor-
malization scale best suited to a particular process in a given
order can be, in practice, determined by computing vacuum-
polarization insertions in the diagrams of that order, and by
setting the scale demanding that n f-proportional terms
should vanish. The renormalization scales in the BLM
method are physical in the sense that they reflect the mean
virtuality of the gluon propagators and the important advan-
tage of this method is ‘‘pre-summing’’ the large (b0aS)n
terms, i.e., the infrared renormalons associated with the cou-
pling constant renormalization ~ @15# and references therein!.
The optimization of the renormalization scale and scheme
for exclusive processes by employing the BLM scale fixing
was elaborated in Ref. @15#. It was stated that exclusive pro-
cesses are especially sensitive to the choice of the renormal-
ization scale for the underlying hard-scattering amplitude
and since each external momentum entering an exclusive
reaction is partitioned among many propagators of the under-
lying hard-scattering amplitude, the physical scales that con-
trol these processes are inevitably much softer than the over-
all momentum transfer. The BLM method was applied to the
pion electromagnetic form factor and the gg→p1p2 pro-
cess. For the pion transition form factor, the size of the BLM
scale was only assumed ~taken the same as for the pion elec-
tromagnetic form factor!. Since the LO prediction for the
pion transition form factor is zeroth order in the QCD cou-
pling constant, the NLO corrections @7,9,10# represent lead-
ing QCD corrections and the vacuum polarization contribu-
tions appearing at the next-to-next-to-leading order ~NNLO!
are necessary for determining the BLM scale for this process.
The purpose of this work is to determine the BLM scale
for the pion transition form factor, i.e., for the g*g→p pro-
cess. Although the structure of the process is simple, the
calculation of higher-order corrections to the hard-scattering
amplitude is complicated by the g5 ambiguity, which appears
when using dimensional regularization. In our calculation we
use dimensional regularization in D5422e dimensions to
regularize both ultraviolet ~UV! and collinear singularities.
We have obtained the LO, NLO, and n f-proportional NNLO
terms for the hard-scattering amplitude using the Feynman
gauge and modified minimal-subtraction scheme (MS¯) for
which a suitable compact form has been adopted. In order to
correctly subtract the collinear singularities and also to verify
the right choice of the g5 prescription, we have also deter-
mined the LO, NLO, and n f-proportional NNLO terms of the
perturbatively calculable ~evolutional! part of the distribution
amplitude. The g5 ambiguity present in the calculation of the
hard-scattering part has been resolved by combining and
matching the results for the hard-scattering amplitude with
the results for the distribution amplitude part. The proper
cancellation of singularities has been established and the g5
problem has been resolved using both the so-called naive-g5
@16# and the ’t Hooft-Veltman ~HV! schemes @17,18#. It has
been demonstrated that the prediction for the pion transition05302form factor is independent of the factorization scale mF
2 at
every order in the strong coupling constant. Finally, we have
been able to justify the natural choice mF2 5Q2 for the fac-
torization scale and to determine the renormalization scale
using the BLM scale setting method.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II is devoted
to some preliminary considerations. In Sec. III the calcula-
tional procedure is briefly outlined. In Sec. IV the LO, NLO,
and the n f-proportional NNLO unrenormalized contributions
to both the hard-scattering amplitude and the perturbatively
calculable part of the pion distribution amplitude are ob-
tained. Renormalization of the UV divergences and factor-
ization of the collinear divergences present in the hard-
scattering and the pion distribution amplitude are performed
in Sec. V. The results for both amplitudes are obtained in the
naive-g5 as well as the HV scheme. The complete leading-
twist analytical expression for the pion transition form factor
up to n f-proportional NNLO terms is obtained in Sec. VI.
Section VII is devoted to determining the BLM scale for the
pion transition form factor based on which the complete
NLO numerical predictions are then obtained in the MS and
aV renormalization schemes. The concluding remarks are
given in Sec. VII. The g5 problem is addressed in detail in
Appendix A. In Appendix B the Feynman rules for the per-
turbatively calculable part of the distribution amplitude are
derived. Finally, in Appendix C, we clarify some often ob-
scured points on the coupling constant renormalization and
justify our renormalization convention.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The pion transition form factor Fg*gp(Q
2) for a pseudo-
scalar meson p0 is defined in terms of the amplitude Gmn for
g*(q ,m)1g(k ,n)→p(P), as
Gmn5ie2Fg*gp~Q2!emnabPaqb . ~2.1!
For large-momentum transfer Q252q2, the form factor can
be represented @4,2# as a convolution
Fg*gp~Q2!5F*~x ,mF2 ! ^ TH~x ,Q2,mF2 !, ~2.2!
where ^ stands for the usual convolution symbol defined by
A~z ! ^ B~z !5E
0
1
dz A~z !B~z !. ~2.3!
In Eq. ~2.2!, the function TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) is the hard-scattering
amplitude for producing a collinear qq¯ pair from the initial
photon pair; F*(x ,mF2 ) is the pion distribution amplitude
representing the amplitude for the final state qq¯ to fuse into
a pion, i.e., the probability amplitude for finding the valence
qq¯ Fock state in the final pion with the constituents carrying
fractions x and (12x) of the meson’s total momentum P; mF2
is the factorization ~or separation! scale at which soft and
hard physics factorize.
The hard-scattering amplitude TH is obtained by evaluat-
ing the g*g→qq¯ amplitude, which is described by the Feyn-
man diagrams in Fig. 1, with massless on-shell quarks col-0-2
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collinear singularities and has a well-defined expansion in
aS(mR2 ), with mR2 being the renormalization ~or coupling
constant! scale of the hard-scattering amplitude. Thus, one
can write
TH~x ,Q2,mF2 !5TH(0)~x ,Q2!1
aS~mR
2 !
4p TH
(1)~x ,Q2,mF2 !
1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2
TH
(2)~x ,Q2,mF2 ,mR2 !1 .
~2.4!
Although the function F(x ,mF2 ) is intrinsically nonpertur-
bative ~containing the effects of confinement, nonperturba-
tive interactions, and meson bound-state dynamics!, it satis-
fies an evolution equation of the form
mF
2 ]
]mF
2 F~x ,mF
2 !5Vx ,u ,aS~mF2 !^ F~u ,mF2 !, ~2.5!
where Vx ,u ,aS(mF2 ) is the perturbatively calculable evolu-
tion kernel
Vx ,u ,aS~mF2 !5
aS~mF
2 !
4p V1~x ,u !1
aS
2~mF
2 !
~4p!2
V2~x ,u !1 .
~2.6!
If the distribution amplitude F(x ,m02) is determined at an
initial momentum scale m0
2 ~using some nonperturbative
methods!, then the differential-integral evolution equation
~2.5! can be integrated using the moment method to give
F(x ,mF2 ) at any momentum scale mF2 .m02 . The one- @2# and
two-loop @19–21# corrections to the evolution kernel are
known, but because of the complicated structure of the two-
loop corrections, it was possible to obtain numerically only
the first few moments of the evolution kernel @22#. However,
based on the conformal spin expansion, the conformal Ward
identities, and the conformal consistency relation, the com-
plete analytical form of the NLO solution of the evolution
equation ~2.5! has been obtained in Ref. @23#.
Instead of using F(x ,mF2 ), one often introduces the dis-
tribution amplitude f(x ,mF2 ) normalized to unity
E
0
1
dxf~x ,mF
2 !51, ~2.7!
FIG. 1. Feynman diagram describing the g*g→qq¯ amplitude in
terms of which the hard-scattering amplitude for the g*g→p tran-
sition is obtained.05302and related to F(x ,mF2 ) by
F~x ,mF
2 !5NFf~x ,mF
2 !, ~2.8!
where
NF5
f p
2A2Nc
~2.9!
is the normalization constant imposed by the leptonic p1
→m1nm decay, f p50.131 GeV is the pion decay constant,
and Nc(53) is the number of QCD colors.
It is convenient to expand the distribution amplitude ~DA!
f(x ,m02) ~determined at the initial scale m02) in terms of the
Gegenbauer polynomials Cn
3/2(2x21), representing the
eigenfunctions of the LO evolution kernel V1 :
f~x ,m0
2!56x~12x ! ( 8
n50
‘
BnCn
3/2~2x21 !. ~2.10!
The nonperturbative input is now contained in the Bn coef-
ficients and ( 8 denotes the sum over even indices. The DA
~2.10!, when evoluted to the scale mF
2
, is represented by the
perturbative expansion
f~x ,mF
2 !5fLO~x ,mF
2 !1
aS~mF
2 !
4p f
NLO~x ,mF
2 !1 ,
~2.11!
where
fLO~x ,mF
2 !56x~12x ! ( 8
n50
‘
Bn
LO~mF
2 !Cn
3/2~2x21 !,
~2.12!
fNLO~x ,mF
2 !56x~12x ! ( 8
k52
‘
Bk
NLO~mF
2 !Ck
3/2~2x21 !.
~2.13!
The coefficients Bn
LO(mF2 ) and BkNLO(mF2 ) depend on the non-
perturbative input Bn , as well as on the scales m0
2 and mF
2
.
Their exact form can be read from the results obtained from
@23# and listed in @8#.1
III. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE
Before proceeding with the calculation, we would like to
point out some subtleties connected with the calculational
procedure that ~we think! deserve more explanation.
The hard-scattering amplitude TH is obtained by evaluat-
ing the g*1g→qq¯ amplitude, which contains collinear sin-
gularities, owing to the fact that final state quarks are taken
to be massless and on-shell. Since, by definition, TH is a
1It should, however, be pointed out that, in contrast to the expan-
sion parameter aS(mF2 )/(4p) from Eq. ~2.11!, the expansion pa-
rameter aS(mF2 )/p was chosen in @8#. Hence, the expressions for
Bn
LO(NLO) from @8# should be modified accordingly.0-3
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ties should be subtracted. The g*1g→qq¯ amplitude with
the Lorentz structure factored out as in Eq. ~2.1! and denoted
by T factorizes as
T~u ,Q2!5TH~x ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ ZT ,col~x ,u;mF2 !, ~3.1!
where, as usual, u and 12u denote the quark/antiquark lon-
gitudinal momentum fractions, mF
2 is a factorization scale at
which the separation of collinear singularities takes place
and all collinear singularities are factorized in ZT ,col .
On the other hand, a process-independent distribution am-
plitude for a pion in a frame where P15P01P351, P2
5P02P350, and P’50 is defined @2,20,24# as
F~u !5E dz22p ei(u2(12u))z2/2
3^0uC¯ ~2z !
g1g5
2A2
VC~z !up& (z15z’50) ,
~3.2!
where
V5expH igE
21
1
dsA1~zs !z2/2J ~3.3!
is a path-ordered factor making F gauge invariant. The ma-
trix element in Eq. ~3.2! contains an ultraviolet divergence
coming from the light-cone singularity at z250 @2,24#. This
divergence should be regulated, and after renormalization,
which introduces a renormalization scale m˜ R
2
, z2 is effec-
tively smeared over a region of order z252z’
2 ;1/m˜ R
2
. As a
result, the pion distribution amplitude F(v ,m˜ R2 ) is obtained
corresponding to the pion wave function integrated over the
pion intrinsic transverse momentum up to the scale m˜ R
2
. The
distribution amplitude F(v ,m˜ R2 ) is a finite quantity and en-
ters the convolution expression ~2.2!.
The unrenormalized pion distribution amplitude F(u)
given in Eq. ~3.2! and the distribution amplitude F(v ,m˜ R2 )
renormalized at the scale m˜ R
2 are ~owing to the multiplicative
renormalizability of the composite operator C¯ g1g5VC) re-
lated by a multiplicative renormalizability equation
F~u !5Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 ! ^ F~v ,m˜ R
2 !. ~3.4!
By differentiating this equation with respect to m˜ R
2 one ob-
tains the evolution equation ~2.5!, with the evolution poten-
tial V given by
V52Zf ,ren
21 S m˜ R2 ]
]m˜ R
2 Zf ,renD . ~3.5!05302For notational simplicity, here and where appropriate, we use
the notation in which the convolution ( ^ ) is replaced by the
matrix multiplication in x-y space @unit matrix is given by
1[d(x2y)#.
The pion distribution amplitude as given in Eq. ~3.2!, with
up& being the physical pion state, of course, cannot be deter-
mined using perturbation theory. If the meson state up& is
replaced by a uqq¯ ;t& state composed of a free ~collinear,
massless, and on-shell! quark and antiquark @carrying mo-
menta tP and (12t)P#, the amplitude ~3.2! becomes
f˜ ~u ,t !5E dz22p eiu2~12u !z2/2
3^0uC¯ ~2z !
g1g5
2A2
VC~z !uqq¯ ;t&
1
ANc
.
~3.6!
Taking Eq. ~3.6! into account, Eq. ~3.2! can be written in the
form
F~u !5f˜ ~u ,t ! ^ ^qq¯ ;tup&ANc. ~3.7!
The amplitude ~3.6! can be treated perturbatively, making it
possible to investigate the high-energy tail of the pion DA, to
obtain Zf ,ren and to determine the DA evolution.
The distribution f˜ (u ,t) is multiplicatively renormalizable
and the UV singularities that are not removed by the renor-
malization of the fields and by the coupling constant renor-
malization, factorize in the renormalization constant Zf ,ren at
the renormalization scale m˜ R
2
. Apart from UV singularities,
the matrix element in Eq. ~3.6! contains collinear singulari-
ties ~since the initial state quarks are, as before, taken to be
massless and on-shell!, which are absorbed in Zf ,col at the
factorization scale m0
2
. Hence, one obtains
f˜ ~u ,t !5Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ Zf ,col~s ,t;m0
2!.
~3.8!
Upon combining Eqs. ~3.7! and ~3.8!, the distribution F(u)
can be written in the form
F~u !5Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!.
~3.9!
Here,
F~s ,m0
2!5Zf ,col~s ,t;m0
2! ^ ^qq¯ ;tup&ANc, ~3.10!
represents the nonperturbative input ~containing all effects of
collinear singularities, confinement, and pion bound-state dy-
namics! determined at the scale m0
2
, while fV(v ,s;m˜ R2 ,m02)
governs the evolution of distribution amplitude to the scale
m˜ R
2 :
F~v ,m˜ R
2 !5fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!, ~3.11!
and satisfies the evolution equation0-4
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2 ]
]m˜ R
2 fV~v ,s ,m
˜
R
2
,m0
2!5V~v ,s8,m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~s8,s ,m˜ R
2
,m0
2!.
~3.12!
By convoluting the ‘‘unrenormalized’’ ~in the sense of
collinear singularities! hard-scattering amplitude T(u ,Q2)
with the unrenormalized pion distribution amplitude F(u),
given by Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.4!, respectively, one obtains ~in a
way analogous to @2,25#! the following expression for the
pion transition form factor Fg*gp(Q2):
Fg*gp~Q2!5F†~u ! ^ T~u ,Q2!. ~3.13!
The divergences of T(u ,Q2) and F(u) cancel for m˜ R2 5mF2
ZT ,col~x ,u;mF
2 ! ^ Zf ,ren~u ,v;mF
2 !5d~x2v !, ~3.14!
and the usual expression ~2.2! emerges, where the pion tran-
sition form factor is expressed in a form of the convolution
of two finite amplitudes:
Fgp~Q2!5TH~x ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ F*~x ,mF2 !.
It is worth pointing out that the scale mF
2 representing the
boundary between the low- and high-energy parts in Eq.
~2.2! is, at the same time, the separation scale for collinear
singularities in T(u ,Q2), on the one hand, and the renormal-
ization scale for UV singularities appearing in the perturba-
tively calculable part of the distribution amplitude F(u), on
the other hand. The calculational procedure explained above
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Our main goal in this work is to determine the BLM scale
for the pion transition form factor. To achieve that, we make
use of the calculational procedure outlined above and in the
following sections calculate the LO, NLO, and
n f-proportional NNLO contributions to the perturbative ex-
pansions of both the hard-scattering amplitude and the dis-
tribution amplitude.
This is the first calculation of the hard-scattering ampli-
tude T(u ,Q2) of an exclusive process with the NNLO terms
FIG. 2. Pictorial representation of the pion transition form factor
calculational ingredients: T represents the perturbatively calculable
hard-scattering amplitude, while F is the pion distribution ampli-
tude given by Eq. ~3.2! which can be expressed, as in Eq. ~3.7!, in
terms of the perturbatively calculable part f˜ ~3.6! and the perturba-
tively uncalculable part.05302taken into account. The subtraction ~separation! of collinear
divergences at the NNLO is significantly more demanding
than that at the NLO. Owing to the fact that the process
under consideration contains one pseudoscalar meson, the
calculation is further complicated by the g5 ambiguity re-
lated to the use of the dimensional regularization method to
treat divergences.
In order to correctly subtract the collinear divergences and
determine the right treatment of the g5 matrix, we determine
the LO, NLO, and n f-proportional NNLO contributions to
the distribution f˜ (u ,t) given in Eq. ~3.6!, and by that, fol-
lowing Eqs. ~3.7!–~3.9!, the renormalization constant Zf ,ren
and the evolutional part fV of the distribution amplitude
F(u) ~3.2!. Since there is no g5 ambiguity in the DA calcu-
lation, the g5 ambiguity present in the hard-scattering calcu-
lation is resolved using Eq. ~3.14!. As an additional check,
we employ two g5 schemes in our calculation. Finally, we
obtain the (g5 scheme independent! prediction for the pion
transition form factor Fg*gp up to the n f-proportional
NNLO terms, expressed in terms of the finite quantities
TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) and F(x ,mF2 ).
IV. LO, NLO, AND nf-PROPORTIONAL NNLO
UNRENORMALIZED CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE HARD-SCATTERING
AND THE DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES
In this section we present the calculation of the LO, NLO,
and n f-proportional NNLO contributions to the hard-
scattering amplitude and the perturbatively calculable part of
the distribution amplitude.
A. Contributions to the hard-scattering amplitude
The hard-scattering amplitude TH for the pion transition
form factor is obtained by evaluating the g*g→qq¯ ampli-
tude for the parton subprocess, which is described by the
Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1.
The qq¯ pair has to be projected into a negative-parity and
spin 0 ~pseudoscalar! state. This is achieved by introducing
the projection operator g5P /A2 and taking the trace over a
fermion loop. On the other hand, the color-singlet nature of
the qq¯ state is taken into account by introducing the factor
(a51
3 dab /ANc, and taking the trace over the color indices.
Also, the flavor function (uu¯2dd¯ )/A2 should be included.
The hard-scattering amplitude T(u ,Q2) can generally be
expressed as an expansion in aS :
T~u ,Q2!5 NTQ2 H T (0)~u !1 aS4p T (1)~u !
1
aS
2
~4p!2
F S 2 23 n f DT (2,n f )~u !1G1J .
~4.1!0-5
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In the LO approximation there are only two Feynman
diagrams that contribute to the g*g→qq¯ amplitude. They
are shown in Fig. 3. The contribution of diagram A ~after
ie2emnabPaqb is factored out! is given by
TA5
NT
Q2
1
12u , ~4.2!
where
NT52A2NcCp , ~4.3!
and
Cp5
eu
22ed
2
A2
5
A2
6 ~4.4!
is the factor taking into account the flavor content of the qq¯
pair. The contribution of diagram B is obtained by making
the replacement u→(12u) in Eq. ~4.2!. Therefore, the
lowest-order ~QED! contribution to the g*g→qq¯ amplitude,
i.e., to T(u ,Q2) given in Eq. ~4.1!, is
T (0)~u !5
1
12u 1~u→12u !. ~4.5!
2. NLO contributions
At NLO there are 12 one-loop Feynman diagrams contrib-
uting to the g*g→qq¯ amplitude. They can be generated by
inserting an internal gluon line into the lowest-order dia-
grams of Fig. 3. We use the notation where Ai j is the dia-
gram obtained from diagram A by inserting the gluon line
connecting the lines i and j, where i , j51,2,3. Since NLO,
and all higher-order, diagrams generated from diagram B can
be obtained from the corresponding diagrams generated from
diagram A by using the substitution u→(12u), the total
number of NLO diagrams to be evaluated is 6. They are
shown in Fig. 4.
These diagrams contain ultraviolet ~UV! singularities, and
owing to the fact that the final state quarks are massless and
on shell they also contain collinear singularities. To regular-
ize these singularities, we use dimensional regularization in
D5422e space-time dimensions.
As is well known, dimensional regularization leads to an
ambiguity when dealing with the pseudoscalar matrix g5.
FIG. 3. Lowest-order Feynman diagrams contributing to the
g*g→qq¯ amplitude.05302The reason for this lies in the fact that the matrix g5 cannot
be unambiguously defined in DÞ4 dimensions. In practice,
the difficulty arises in evaluating a trace containing a single
g5. We address this problem in detail in Appendix A.
In order to make sure that our results for the pion transi-
tion form factor are g5 scheme independent, we have evalu-
ated all the contributions using two schemes: the naive-g5
scheme @16# and the ’t Hooft–Veltman ~HV! scheme @17,18#,
defined by Eqs. ~A1! and ~A3!, respectively.
A few remarks concerning the diagrams with quark self-
energy corrections where the quark momentum p is on-shell
(A11, A22) are in order. Since these corrections modify ex-
ternal legs, each of these diagrams is accompanied with a
factor of 1/2 coming from the expansion of the quark field
renormalization constant AZ2. In dimensional regularization,
the contributions of each of these diagrams turn out to be
proportional to (p2)2e and, therefore, vanish when p250.
On closer inspection, however, one finds that this vanishing
is a result of the cancellation of a UV pole with collinear
pole. The UV pole contributes to the renormalization of the
quark fields ~already taken into account by the factor AZ2)
and eventually leads to a correct running of the coupling
constant.
The contribution of any of the diagrams Ai j shown in Fig.
4 can be generally expressed as
TAi j5
NT
Q2
1
12u
aS
4p CFT
˜ Ai j , ~4.6a!
where CF54/3 is the color factor ~the same for all dia-
grams!, while T˜ Ai j is defined by
T˜ Ai j5S GUV(0) ~e! 1122eTˆ Ai jUV1G IR(0)~e! 1122eTˆ Ai jIR D S m2Q2D
e
,
~4.6b!
with the following abbreviations:
GUV
(0) ~e!5G~e!
G~12e!G~12e!
G~122e! ~4p!
e
,
FIG. 4. Distinct one-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to the
g*g→qq¯ amplitude, generated from diagram A of Fig. 3 by insert-
ing a gluon line.0-6
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UV and Tˆ Ai j
IR @defined in Eq. ~4.6!# of Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4. Apart
from the result denoted by 12d51, the listed results correspond to the results obtained using the HV scheme,
or equivalently, to the results obtained in the naive-g5 scheme with g5 being outside the contracting g
matrices. The result denoted by 12d51 has been obtained using the naive-g5 scheme with g5 placed between
the contracting g matrices and between two Dirac slashed loop momenta.
i j Tˆ Ai jUV Tˆ Ai jIR
11(22) 2 12 ~12e!S12e2D~12u!2e 2 12 ~12e!S12 e2D~12u!2e
33 2(12e)(12u)2e 0
23 (12e)(12u)2e (21e)(12u)2e
13 ~12e!F~12u!2e1 1
u
12~12u !2eG F ~21e!~12u !2e1S 2e 1e D 1u 12~12u !2eG
12d50 0 22~11e!S1e 12D12uu 12~12u !2e
12d51 0 22~12e!
1
e
12u
u
12~12u !2eG IR
(0)~e!5G~11e!
G~2e!G~12e!
G~122e! ~4p!
e
. ~4.7a!
The first G function on the right-hand side of Eqs. ~4.7!
originates from the loop momentum integration, while the
integration over Feynman parameters produces G’s collected
in a fraction. Consequently, the singularity contained in G(e)
appearing in Eq. ~4.7a! is of UV origin, while the singularity
contained in G(2e) appearing in Eq. ~4.7a! is of infrared
~IR! origin. It should be pointed out, however, that none of
the diagrams of Fig. 4 contains a soft ~genuine IR! singular-
ity, so that, here and in the following, the subscript ~and/or
the superscript! IR signifies the collinear singularity. If the
relation
G~z !G~12z !5
p
sin pz ~4.8!
is taken into account in Eq. ~4.7!, one finds that
GUV
(0) ~e!52G IR
(0)~e!. ~4.9!
Nevertheless, we continue to keep track of the origin of the
UV and collinear singularities.
The contributions Tˆ Ai j
UV and Tˆ Ai j
IR of the individual diagrams
are given in Table I. Following the explanations and notation
given in Appendix A, we list the contributions obtained using
the HV scheme, which are equivalent to the results obtained
in the naive-g5 scheme with g5 being positioned outside the
contracted g matrices. For diagram A12 we also list the con-
tribution obtained in the naive-g5 scheme corresponding to
the case where g matrices are contracted through the string
of g matrices of the form łg5ł . As elaborated in Appendix A,
the g5 ambiguity in diagrams A11, A22, A33, A23, and A13
has been resolved with the help of QED Ward identities. The05302remaining ambiguity in diagram A12 is parameterized by d ,
taking the value 0 for the first choice for handling g5 in
diagram A12, and 1 for the second. Our results listed in
Table I are in agreement with @10# ~but see the comments in
Appendix A!.
The NLO contribution T (1)(u) from Eq. ~4.1! is of the
form
T (1)~u !5FGUV(0) ~e! 1122eT¯ UV(1) ~u !1G IR(0)~e! 1122eT¯ IR(1)~u !G
3S m2Q2D
e
, ~4.10a!
where
T¯ UV
(1) ~u !5CF
1
12u ~12e!F e2 ~12u !2e1 1u 12~12u !2eG
1~u→12u !, ~4.10b!
and
T¯ IR
(1)~u !5CF
1
12u F412e2S 12 32 e1 12 e2D ~12u !2e
1S 2e 242e1~4d23 !12uu ~21e! D
312~12u !2eG1~u→12u !. ~4.10c!0-7
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By inserting the vacuum polarization bubbles in the NLO
diagrams of Fig. 4, the NNLO diagrams displayed in Fig. 5
are obtained. The vacuum polarization insertion is ~in the
Feynman gauge! given by the replacement
2igkl
dab
l21ih
→2iS gkl2 lklll21ih D dabl21ih P~ l2!, ~4.11!
where
FIG. 5. Distinct vacuum-polarization two-loop Feynman dia-
grams contributing to the g*g→qq¯ amplitude, which have been
obtained from the one-loop diagrams of Fig. 4 by inserting the
vacuum-polarization bubbles.05302P~ l2!5
g2
~4p!2 S m22l22ih D
eF ~523e!2 23 ~12e!n f G
3
1
S 12 23 e D ~122e!
G~e!
G~12e!G~12e!
G~122e! ~4p!
e
,
~4.12!
and, due to gauge invariance of the complete finite order
contribution ~which we have used as an additional check of
our calculation!, it can effectively be described by
2igkl
dab
l21ih
→2igkl dab
l21ih
P~ l2!. ~4.13!
We are interested only in the n f-proportional part ~from the
quark loops inserted in the gluon propagator!
Pn f~ l
2!5S 2 23 n f D 1~ l21ih!e g
2
~4p!2
f n f~e ,m2!, ~4.14a!
where f n f is defined by
f n f~e ,m2!5S m2212ih8D
e 12e
S 12 23 e D ~122e!
GUV
(0) ~e!.
~4.14b!
The contributions of the two-loop Feynman diagrams
shown in Fig. 5 can then be generally written asTABLE II. Same as Table I but for contributions Tˆ (Ai j)n f
UV and Tˆ (Ai j)n f
IR @defined in Eq. ~4.15!#, correspond-
ing to the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 5.
i j Tˆ (Ai j)n f
UV Tˆ (Ai j)n f
IR
11(22) 2 12
~12e!2S12 e2D
S11 e2DS12 32 eD
~12u!22e 2
1
2
~12e!2S12 e2D
S11 e2D S12 32 eD
~12u!22e
33 2
~12e!2
S12 32 eD
~12u!22e 0
23
~12e!2
S12 32 eD
~12u!22e
~22e22e2!
S12 32 eD
~12u!22e
13
~12e!3
S12 32 eD
I1~u,e!
~12e!
S12 32 eD
@2e~12e!I2~u,e!2~22e22e2!u I3~u,e!#
12d50 0 22(11e)@2(12u)
22e22eI2(u ,e)
2(12e)u I3(u ,e)#(12u)
12d51 0 22~12e!@2~12u!22e2~12e!u I3~u,e!#~12u!0-8
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NT
Q2
1
12u
aS
2
~4p!2
CFS 2 23 n f DT˜ (Ai j)n f , ~4.15a!
where
T˜ (Ai j)n f
5S GUV(0) ~e!GUV(1) ~e! ~12e!S 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!Tˆ (Ai j)n fUV
1GUV
(0) ~e!G IR
(1)~e!
~12e!
S 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!
Tˆ (Ai j)n f
IR D
3S m2Q2D
2e
, ~4.15b!
while, similarly to Eq. ~4.7!, the abbreviations
GUV
(1) ~e!5
G~2e!
G~11e!
G~122e!G~12e!
G~123e! ~4p!
e ~4.16a!
G IR
(1)~e!5
G~112e!
G~11e!
G~22e!G~12e!
G~123e! ~4p!
e ~4.16b!05302have been introduced.
The contributions Tˆ (Ai j)n f
UV ,IR of the individual diagrams are
listed in Table II. The integrals I i(u ,e) (i51,2,3) appearing
in this table are defined as
I1~u ,e![I~u;e ,2e! ~4.17!
I2~u ,e![I~u;e ,112e! ~4.18!
I3~u ,e![I~u;11e ,112e!, ~4.19!
where
I~u;a ,c !5E
0
1
dy
ya
~12uy !c
5
1
11a 2F1~c ,11a ,21a;u !. ~4.20!
As far as the g5-scheme dependence of the NNLO diagram
contributions is concerned, it is the same as for the NLO
diagrams from Table I.
The n f-proportional NNLO contribution Tn f
(2)(u) from Eq.
~4.1! takes the formT (2,n f )~u !5F GUV(0) ~e!GUV(1) ~e! ~12e!S 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!T¯ UV(2,n f )~u !
1GUV
(0) ~e!G IR
(1)~e!
~12e!
S 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!
T¯ IR
(2,n f )~u !G S m2Q2D 2e, ~4.21a!
where
T¯ UV
(2,n f )~u !5CF
1
12u
~12e!2
12
3
2 e
F ~12e!I1~u ,e!2 12 e2
11
e
2
~12u !22eG1~u→12u ! ~4.21b!
T¯ IR
(2,n f )~u !5CF
1
12u H F 11 52 e2 92 e22 12 e3S 11 e2 D S 12 32 e D 12@12~2d21 !e#~12u !G ~12u !22e
12eF ~12e!212 32 e 2~2d22 !~11e!~12u !G I2~u ,e!
22F S 12 e2 2e2D ~12e!
12
3
2 e
2@12~2d21 !e#~12e!~12u !G u I3~u ,e!J 1~u→12u !. ~4.21c!
0-9
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complete functional dependence on the dimensional param-
eter e is retained. This is in contrast to the expansion over e
often encountered in the literature. In this expansion, non-
leading terms in e are neglected before renormalization and
factorization of collinear singularities. As we show in Sec. V,
it is advantageous ~both for the simplicity and accuracy
check of the calculation! not to expand the functions GUV ,IR
(0,1)
over e .
B. Contributions to the perturbatively calculable part
of the distribution amplitude
In Sec. II we have defined the distribution amplitude
f˜ (u ,t) ~3.6! representing the perturbatively calculable part
of the pion distribution amplitude. Following @20#, we have
rederived the Feynman rules for this operator in the Feynman
gauge. They are listed in Appendix B.
We now proceed to calculate LO, NLO, and
n f-proportional NNLO contributions to the f˜ (u ,t) distribu-
tion amplitude defined in Eq. ~3.6!, or equivalently in Eq.
~B3!.
Contrary to @20,24#, we use dimensional regularization to
regularize both UV and collinear singularities.2 This enables
us to combine these results with the hard-scattering results,
also obtained by employing the dimensional regularization.
Compared to the hard-scattering amplitude calculation, cal-
culation of the f˜ amplitude is complicated by the fact that
noncovariant l1, l2 and d-function terms @see Eqs. ~B4! and
~B5!# appear in the loop-momenta. To deal with these types
of terms and in order to simplify the expressions we follow
the prescription given in @20#.
The presence of two g5 matrices in the traces has en-
abled their unambiguous treatment in the naive-g5
scheme ~see Appendix A!. Additionally, we have obtained
the results using the HV scheme, which, however, introduces
the ‘‘spurious’’ anomalous terms, and hence the additional
renormalization is required. The corresponding renormaliza-
tion constant will be determined by comparing the results
obtained in the naive-g5 with those obtained in the HV
scheme.
The perturbatively calculable f˜ (u ,t) amplitude can be
represented as a series in aS
f˜ ~u ,t !5f˜ (0)~u ,t !1
aS
4pf
˜
(1)~u ,t !1
aS
2
~4p!2
3F S 2 23 n f Df˜ (2,n f )~u ,t !1G1 . ~4.22!
2The evolutional behavior of the DA can be extracted from Eq.
~3.6! even when using dimensional regularization for both UV and
mass singularities. We introduce the auxiliary scale Q˜ 2 and we in-
sist on discriminating between UV and collinear singularities. Oth-
erwise, the UV and collinear part of higher-order corrections would
cancel, leading to f˜ (u ,t)5d(u2t).0530201. LO contribution
The contribution of the LO Feynman diagram displayed
in Fig. 6 reads
f˜ (0)~u ,t !5d~u2t !. ~4.23!
2. NLO contributions
At NLO there are 5 one-loop Feynman diagrams contrib-
uting when the Feynman gauge is used. They are displayed
in Fig. 7. The general form of these individual contributions
~denoted by X) is given by
f˜ X~u ,t !5
aS
4p KX~u ,t !H ~4p!2i Fm2eE dDl~2p!D 1~ l21ih!2G J ,
~4.24!
where
KX~u ,t !52 CFE
0
1
dy FX~u ,t;y !, ~4.25!
FIG. 6. The LO diagram contributing to the f˜ (u ,t) distribution
~3.6!, i.e., Eq. ~B3!.
FIG. 7. The one-loop diagrams contributing to the f˜ (u ,t) dis-
tribution ~3.6!, i.e., Eq. ~B3! ~in the Feynman gauge!.-10
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from Table III. The notation u15u , u2512u has been in-
troduced, as well as the usual definition of the ‘‘1’’ form
$F~x ,y !%1[F~x ,y !2d~x2y !E
0
1
dz F~z ,y !, ~4.26!
the presence of which reflects the chiral symmetry conserva-
tion. This ‘‘1’’ form is a consequence of the fact that the
axial current is conserved in the chiral limit, and represents a
general all-order property @21#.
By definition, the D dimensional integral in Eq. ~4.24!
gives zero in dimensional regularization, but only if we do
not distinguish between UV and collinear singularities.3 By
discriminating between the singularities of different origin,
we obtain the following expression:
3The D dimensional integrals appearing in Eqs. ~4.24! and ~4.30!
are of the form
I[a]5m2eE dDl
~2p!D
1
~l21ih!a
.
By employing
I[a]5Fm2eE dDl
~2p!D
~l2p!2
~l21ih!a~ l2p !21ihG p2Þ0 ,
and insisting on distinguishing the G functions obtained from the
loop-momentum integrations and G functions from the Feynman
parameter integration, it can be shown that
I[a]5
i
~4p!2
1
~p21ih!a22 S 4pm22p22ihD
e
3FG~a221e!G~a! G~32a2e!G~22e!G~52a22e! ~22e!
1
G~a211e!
G~a!
G~22a2e!G~32e!
G~52a22e! G.
Here, the first fraction in the terms containing G functions corre-
sponds to the loop-momentum integration possibly resulting in UV
singularities, while the second fraction corresponds to the integra-
tion over Feynman parameters and consequently, to collinear singu-
larities. For a,21e˜ , where e˜50 or ! , only the UV singularities
appear, while for a.21e˜ , only the collinear singularities appear.
The two terms in the bracket cancel in both cases, so I [aÞ21e˜ ],e˜!
50. However, for a521e˜ , both UV and collinear singularities are
present, and the cancellation can occur only if we abandon distin-
guishing them.0530202i~4p!2Fm2eE dDl
~2p!D
1
~ l21ih!2G
5FGUV~e! 1122e S 12 e2 D
1G IR~e!
1
122eS 12 e2 D G S m2Q˜ 2D
e
, ~4.27!
where Q˜ 2.0 represents the auxiliary scale.
The NLO contribution f˜ (1)(u ,t), to which Feynman dia-
grams of Fig. 7 contribute, can then be expressed by
f˜ (1)~u ,t !5FGUV(0) ~e! 1122e S 12 e2 DK (1)~u ,t !
1G IR
(0)~e!
1
122e S 12 e2 DK (1)~u ,t !G S m2Q˜ 2D
e
,
~4.28!
where the function K (1) calculated in the naive-g5 scheme
amounts to
K (1)52 CFH ut F ~12e!1 1t2uGu~ t2u !1S u→12ut→12t D J
1
.
~4.29!
3. nf-proportional NNLO contributions
By inserting the vacuum polarizations in the NLO dia-
grams of Fig. 7, we obtain the NNLO diagrams displayed in
Fig. 8. The n f-proportional contributions4 of these diagrams,
evaluated using Eqs. ~4.13! and ~4.14!, read
f˜ (X)n f~u ,t !5
aS
2
~4p!2
S 2 23 n f DK (X)n f~u ,t !~11e! f n f~e ,m2!
3H ~4p!2i Fm2eE dDl~2p!D 1~ l21ih!21eG J .
~4.30!
The function f n f(e ,m2) is defined in Eq. ~4.14b!, while
K (X)n f is given by
K (X)n f~u ,t !52 CFE0
1
dy y eFX~u ,t;y !, ~4.31!
and FX(u ,t;y) and K (X)n f(u ,t) can be read from Table III.
Similarly to Eq. ~4.27!, the D dimensional integral from
Eq. ~4.30! gives
4There are more two-loop diagrams containing quark loops, but
they contribute to the n f-proportional NNLO part of the meson
singlet distribution amplitude.-11
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~2p!D
1
~ l21ih!21eG5 1~2Q˜ 21ih!e S m2Q˜ 2D
e
3F GUV(1) ~e! 12e
~123e!S 12 32 e D
12
e
2
11e 1G IR
(1)~e!
12e
~123e!S 12 32 e D
12
e
2
11e G ,
~4.32!
where Q˜ 2.0 represents the auxiliary scale.
The n f-proportional NNLO contribution of the diagrams displayed in Fig. 8 takes the form
f˜ (2,n f )~u ,t !5F GUV(0) ~e!GUV(1) ~e! ~12e!2S 12 e2 DS 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!S 12 32 e D K (2,n f )~u ,t !
1GUV
(0) ~e!G IR
(1)~e!
~12e!2S 12 e2 D
S 12 23 e D ~122e!~123e!S 12 32 e D
K (2,n f )~u ,t !G S m2Q˜ 2D 2e, ~4.33!
TABLE III. Contributions FX appearing in Eqs. ~4.25! and ~4.31! and corresponding to the diagrams ~X! displayed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
We list also the general results for the integrals appearing in Eqs. ~4.25! and ~4.31!, and parameterized by k50 and k5e , respectively.
X FX(u ,t;y) @*01dy ykFX(u ,t;y)#k50,e
A (12e)@u1d(u12y t1)1u2d(u22y t2)# ~12e!Fu1t1 u~t12u1!Su1t1 D
k
1Su1→u2t1→t2 DG
A1B11B2 (12e)$u1d(u12y t1)1u2d(u22y t2)%1 ~12e!H u1t1 u~t12u1!Su1t1 D
k
1Su1→u2t1→t2 DJ1
C1 2H u1
u12t1
d~u12y t1!J
1
H u1t1 1t12u1 u~t12u1!Su1t1 D
kJ
1where the function K (2,n f ) calculated in the naive-g5 scheme
amounts to
K (2,n f )~u ,t !52 CFH ut F ~12e!1 1t2uG S ut D eu~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D J
1
. ~4.34!
4. The HV scheme results
The preceding results have been calculated in the naive-
g5 scheme. When the HV scheme is used, only the results for053020the A diagram from Fig. 7 and the corresponding ‘‘bubble’’
diagram from Fig. 8 differ from the naive-g5 results, and are
given by
f˜ A
HV~u ,t !5f˜ A~u ,t !1Df˜ A~u ,t !
5f˜ A~u ,t !S 114e 11 e4S 12 e2 D ~12e!D ,
~4.35!
and-12
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HV ~u ,t !5f˜ (A)n f~u ,t !1Df
˜ (A)n f~u ,t !
5f˜ (A)n f~u ,t !S 114e 1S 12 e2 D ~12e!D .
~4.36!
Hence, when using the HV scheme, the functions K (1) and
K (2,n f ) in Eqs. ~4.28! and ~4.33! get replaced by
FIG. 8. Distinct two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to the
f˜ (u ,t) distribution ~3.6!, i.e., Eq. ~B3!, which have been obtained
by inserting the vacuum polarization bubbles in the one-loop dia-
grams of Fig. 7.053020KHV
(1) 52 CFH 4e 11 e4
12
e
2
Fut u~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D GJ 1K (1), ~4.37!
and
KHV
(2,n f )~u ,t !52 CFH 4e 112 e2 F
u
t S ut D
e
u~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D G J 1K (2,n f ), ~4.38!
respectively. These results, obviously, bear the signature of
chiral symmetry violation.
V. RENORMALIZATION AND FACTORIZATION OF
COLLINEAR SINGULARITIES
A. General renormalization procedure
Since in this work we present the calculation ~up to
n f-proportional NNLO contributions! of the hard-scattering
amplitude T(u ,Q2) ~4.1!, as well as of the perturbatively
calculable part of the DA f˜ (u ,t) ~4.22!, both containing UV
and collinear singularities, here we outline the general pro-
cedure for the renormalization of UV and the factorization of
collinear singularities.
We introduce the amplitude M @having the same form of
the perturbative expansion as the amplitudes T(u ,Q2) and
f˜ (u ,t)#:M5M (0)1 aS4pM
(1)1
aS
2
~4p!2
F S 2 23 n f DM (2,n f )1G1 , ~5.1a!
where
M (1)5$GUV(0) ~e!@a0UV1e a1UV1e2a2UV1O~e3!#1G IR(0)~e!@a0IR1e a1IR1e2a2IR1O~e3!#%S m2Q2D
e
, ~5.1b!
M (2,n f )5$GUV(0) ~e!GUV(1) ~e!@b0
n f ,UV1e b1
n f ,UV1e2b2
n f ,UV1O~e3!#
1GUV
(0) ~e!G IR
(1)~e!@b0
n f ,IR1e b1
n f ,IR1e2b2
n f ,IR1O~e3!#%S m2Q2D
2e
, ~5.1c!-13
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UV(IR) and bi
UV(IR) representing general coefficients in
the expansion over e .
As a first step, we perform the coupling constant renor-
malization in the MS renormalization scheme. Note that in
the functions GUV
(0) (e) and G IR(0)(e), defined by Eq. ~4.7!, the
singularities are contained in
G~e!G~12e!5
p
sin p e 5
1
e
1
p2
6 e1O~e
3!
52G~2e!G~11e!, ~5.2a!
while the remaining artifacts of dimensional regularization
can be found in
G~12e!
G~122e! ~4p!
e511e2g1ln~4p!1O~e2! ~5.2b!
@and similarly for GUV
(1) and G IR
(1) functions ~4.16!#. By ex-
panding G functions over e , in relation ~5.1!, an unnecessary
complication of keeping track of various g , p2, and ln 4p
terms, would be introduced. Instead, we make use of the
freedom in defining the MS scheme beyond O(e0), which is
explained in detail in Appendix C ~along with some other
conventions and ‘‘misconventions’’!, and define the bare
coupling constant aS in terms of the running coupling
aS(mR2 ) by
aS5S mR2
m2
D e@e GUV(0) ~e!#21aS~mR2 !S 12 aS~mR2 !4p b01e D
~5.3!053020where b051122/3 n f . The inclusion of the factor e GUV
(0) (e)
in Eq. ~5.3! turns out to be very suitable for this type of
calculation, in which both UV and IR singularities are regu-
larized by the dimensional regularization method. The el-
egance and advantage introduced in the calculation by the
choice ~5.3! becomes clear when one notes that
GUV
(1) ~e!5
1
2 GUV
(0) ~e!1O~e2!, ~5.4a!
G IR
(1)~e!5
1
2 G IR
(0)~e!1O~e2!. ~5.4b!
So, one can see that the presence of the factor e GUV
(0) (e) in
Eq. ~5.3! is natural in the sense that it contains the combina-
tions of G’s that naturally emerge in this calculation, and
leads to their cancellation without expanding the whole re-
sult over e . That is in contrast to ‘‘artificial’’ choices like
expe(2g1ln 4p) and (4p)e/G(12e) found in the litera-
ture ~for example, @26,27# and @28#, respectively!.
By substituting Eq. ~5.4! into Eq. ~5.1!, and performing
the coupling constant renormalization according to Eq. ~5.3!,
one obtains
M5M (0)1
aS~mR
2 !
4p Mˆ
(1)1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2
F S 2 23 n f DMˆ n f(2)1G
1 , ~5.5a!
whereMˆ (1)5H 1e @a0UV1e a1UV1O~e2!#1 12e @a0IR1e a1IR1O~e2!#J S mR2Q2D
e
~5.5b!
Mˆ (2,n f )5H 1
e2
F S b0n f ,UV2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a0
UVD 1eXb1n f ,UV2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a1
UVC1e2Xb2n f ,UV2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a2
UVC1O8~e3!G
1
1
2e2
F Xb0n f ,IR2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a0
IRC1eXb1n f ,IR2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a1
IRC1e2Xb2n f ,IR2 2S mR2Q2D
2e
a2
IRC1O8~e3!G J S mR2Q2D
2e
.
~5.5c!Note that the only artifact of dimensional regularization
we are left with is the dimensional parameter e. The result
~5.5! is given in a simple and compact form in which all
terms in the expansion over e are still retained. Also, the
distinction between the singularities of UV and IR origin is
still preserved.
If the coefficients of the 1/e and 1/e2 poles of UV origin
are different from zero, the additional renormalization should
be performed, as in the case of the multiplicatively renormal-izable composite operator from f˜ (u ,t) ~3.6!. The UV singu-
larities are then factorized in the renormalization constant
ZM,ren . After all UV divergences are properly renormalized,
the remaining 1/~2e! and 1/(2e2) collinear poles should be,
at some factorization scale, factorized in ZM,col .
B. Renormalization of the hard-scattering amplitude T
We shall now apply the results of the preceding subsec-
tion to the renormalization of our results for the hard--14
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UV(IR) defined in Eq. ~5.1b! and determined for M (1)[T (1)(u) ~4.10!.
The n f-proportional NNLO coefficients b j
n f ,UV(IR) defined in Eq. ~5.1c! and determined for M (2,n f )
[T (2,n f )(u) ~4.21!.
a0
UV 0
a1
UV CF
1
12u S12 1 1u ln~12u!D1~u→12u!
a2
UV CF
1
12u F12 2S12 2 1uDln~12u!2 12u ln2~12u!G1~u→12u!
a0
IR
CF
1
12u @312 ln(12u)#1(u→12u)
a1
IR CF
1
12u F192 1S2~8d27!1 8d26u Dln~12u!2ln2~12u!G1~u→12u!
a2
IR CF
1
12u F372 1S240d2292 1 20d215u D ln~12u!1S8d272 2 8d262u Dln2~12u!G1 13 ln3~12u!]1~u→12u!
b0
n f ,UV 0
b1
n f ,UV CF
1
12u S11 2u ln~12u!D1~u→12u!
b2
n f ,UV CF
1
12u F113 2S22 253u D ln~12u!2 2u ln2~12u!12u Li2~u !G1~u→12u !
b0
n f ,IR CF
1
12u @312 ln(12u)#1(u→12u)
b1
n f ,IR CF
1
12u F392 1S2 24d2343 1 24d2183u D ln~12u!22 ln2~12u!12Li2~u !G1~u→12u !
b2
n f ,IR CF
1
12u F3114 1S2408d23479 1408d22709u D ln~12u!1S24d2343 224d2183u D ln2~12u!143 ln3~12u!
1S2 24d2523 1 24d2183u DLi2~u !22Li3~u !14S1,2~u !G1~u→12u !scattering amplitude T given by Eqs. ~4.1!, ~4.5!, ~4.10!, and
~4.21!. By comparing Eqs. ~4.1! and ~5.1a!, we can identify
M[T(u ,Q2)/(NT /Q2) and M (i)[T (i)(u).
The NLO coefficients a j
UV(IR) appearing in Eq. ~5.1b! are
determined from Eq. ~4.10! by expanding the coefficients of
GUV ,IR
(0) (e) over e , while the n f-proportional NNLO coeffi-
cients b j
n f ,UV(IR) in Eq. ~5.1c! are obtained from Eq. ~4.21!
by expanding the coefficients of GUV
(0) (e)GUV ,IR(1) (e) over e .
The special cases of the generalized Nielsen polylogarithms
Li2~u !5S1,1~u !52E
0
u
dx
ln~12x !
x
,
Li3~u !5S2,1~u !5E
0
u
dx
Li2~x !
x
,
S1,2~u !5
1
2E0
u
dx
ln2~12x !
x
, ~5.6!
appear in these results, and the useful identity is053020S1,2~u !52Li3~12u !2ln~12u !Li2~u !2
1
2 ln~u !ln
2~12u !
1
p2
6 ln~12u !1j~3 !. ~5.7!
So, after the coupling constant renormalization has been
performed, the hard-scattering amplitude T/(NT /Q2) takes
the form given by Eq. ~5.5!, where the LO contribution T (0)
is given by Eq. ~4.5! and the coefficients a jUV(IR) and
b j
n f ,UV(IR) are listed in Table IV. As expected, the coefficients
of the UV poles in Eq. ~5.5! vanish, since all UV singulari-
ties get removed by the coupling constant renormalization.
According to Eq. ~3.1!, i.e.,
T~u ,Q2!5TH~x ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ ZT ,col~x ,u;mF2 !,
the remaining singularities of the collinear type factorize at
the factorization scale mF
2 in-15
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2 !5d~x2u !1
aS~mR
2 !
4p S mR2mF2 D
e 1
2e
a˜ 0
IR~x ,u !
1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2 S mR2mF2 D
2e 1
2e2
H S 2 23 n f D
3F Xb˜ 0n f ,IR~x ,u !2 2S mR2mF2 D
2e
a˜ 0
IR~x ,u !C
1eS b˜ 1n f ,IR~x ,u !2 2a˜ 1IR~x ,u !D G1J
1 ~5.8!
where the coefficients a˜ i
IR(x ,u) and b˜ i
n f ,IR(x ,u) satisfy the
relations
T (0)~x ! ^ a˜ i
IR~x ,u !5ai
IR~u !,
T (0)~x ! ^ b˜ i
n f ,IR~x ,u !5bi
n f ,IR~u !.
With the help of053020aS~mR
2 !5S mF2
mR
2 D eaS~mF2 !F 11 aS~mF2 !4p b01e XS mF2mR2 D
e
21 CG ,
~5.9!
one can easily demonstrate that ZT ,col(x ,u;mF2 ) is indeed in-
dependent of the hard-scattering renormalization scale mR
2 :
ZT ,col~x ,u;mF
2 !5d~x2u !1
aS~mF
2 !
4p
1
2e
a˜ 0
IR~x ,u !
1
aS
2~mF
2 !
~4p!2
1
2e2
H S 2 23 n f D
3F S b˜ 0n f ,IR~x ,u !2 2a˜ 0IR~x ,u !D
1eS b˜ 1n f ,IR~x ,u !2 2a˜ 1IR~x ,u !D G1J
1 . ~5.10!
After factorizing the collinear singularities from Eq.
~5.5!by Eq. ~5.8!, and taking into account that b0
n f ,IR5a0
IR
,
we obtainTH~x ,Q2,mF2 !
NT /Q2
5T (0)~x !1
aS~mR
2 !
4p F a1UV~x !2a1IR~x !2a0IR~x !lnmF2Q2 1O~e!G
1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2 H S 2 23 n f D F S b2
n f ,UV~x !
2 2
b2
n f ,IR~x !
2 D 2a2UV~x !2a2IR~x !
1S a1UV~x !2a1IR~x !2a0IR~x !lnmF2Q2D lnmR2Q2
2b1n f ,IR~x !22a1IR~x !ln
mF
2
Q2
1
1
2 a0
IR~x !ln2
mF
2
Q2
1O~e!G1J 1 , ~5.11!
where the O(e) terms can now be safely neglected ~notice that we have kept all en terms until the end of calculation!.
Finally, having evaluated all the necessary terms, we summarize our result for the hard-scattering amplitude TH(x ,Q2,mF2 )
in the form
TH~x ,Q2,mF2 !5TH(0)~x ,Q2!1
aS~mR
2 !
4p TH
(1)~x ,Q2,mF2 !1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2
F S 2 23 n f DTH(2,n f )~x ,Q2,mR2 ,mF2 !1G1 , ~5.12!
where
TH
(0)~x ,Q2!5 NTQ2
A (0)~x !1~x→12x !, ~5.13a!
TH
(1)~x ,Q2,mF2 !5
NT
Q2 S A (1)~x !2Acol(1)~x !lnmF2Q2D 1~x→12x ! ~5.13b!-16
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(2,n f )~x ,Q2,mR2 ,mF2 !5
NT
Q2 FA (2,n f )~x !1S A (1)~x !2Acol(1)~x !lnmF2Q2D lnmR2Q2 2Acol(2,n f )~x !lnmF2Q2 1 12 Acol(1)~x !ln2 mF2Q2G1~x→12x !.
~5.13c!
We have introduced the functions A (i) and Acol
(i)
, which are given by
A (0)~x !5
1
12x , ~5.14a!
and
A (1)~x !5CF
1
12x F292~8d27 ! 12xx ln~12x !1ln2~12x !G ~5.14b!
A (2,n f )~x !5CF
1
12x F2 45724 1S ~48d295!18 1~216d119!6x D ln~12x !1S 136 2 12x D ln2~12x !2 13 ln3~12x !
1S ~12d226!3 2~4d24 !x DLi2~x !1Li3~x !22S1,2~x !G , ~5.14c!
while
Acol
(1)~x !5CF
1
12x 312 ln~12x !, ~5.15a!
A
col
(2,n f )~x !5CF
1
12x F12 1S ~24d28 !3 1~28d16 !x D ln~12x !12Li2~x !G . ~5.15b!The collinearly singular terms removed from Eq. ~5.5! by
Eq. ~5.8! correspond to
TH
(0)~x ,Q2! ^ ZT ,col~x ,u;mF2 !
5
NT
Q2 H A (0)~u !1 aS~mF2 !4p 12e Acol(1)~u !1 aS2~mF2 !~4p!2 12e2
3F S 2 23 n f D S 2 12 Acol(1)~u !1e 12 Acol(2,n f )~u ! D1G
1J 1~u→12u !. ~5.16!
The functions Acol
(i) ~5.15!, which appear in Eq. ~5.16! and as
coefficients of lnn(mF2/Q2) in Eq. ~5.13!, are obviously con-
nected to collinear singularities of the hard-scattering ampli-
tude T.
C. Renormalization of the perturbatively calculable DA part
1. General analysis
Next, we proceed to renormalize the f˜ (u ,t) following the
procedure outlined in Sec. V A. By comparing Eq. ~5.1! with053020Eq. ~4.22! we identify M[f˜ (u ,t) and M (i)[f˜ (i)(u ,t),
while the Q2 scale corresponds to the scale Q˜ 2. The coeffi-
cients
ai
UV5ai
IR[ai~u ,t !
bi
n f ,UV5bi
n f ,IR[bi
n f~u ,t ! ~5.17!
are determined from Eqs. ~4.28! and ~4.29! by expanding the
coefficients of GUV ,IR
(0) (e) over e , and from Eqs. ~4.33! and
~4.34! by expanding the coefficients of GUV
(0) (e)GUV ,IR(1) (e)
over e , respectively. Although in this work only the
n f-proportional part of the NNLO contribution f˜ n f
(2)(u ,t) has
been determined, our symbolic analysis can be extended to
the whole NNLO contribution f˜ (2)(u ,t). In this case the
general coefficients of the order aS
2 term f˜ (2)(u ,t)[M (2)
bi
UV5bi
IR[bi~u ,t ! ~5.18!
appear. After the coupling constant renormalization, the dis-
tribution amplitude f˜ (u ,t)[M is given by the expression
~5.5! with the renormalization scale denoted by m˜ R2 . The
complete order aS
2(m˜ R2 ) coefficient Mˆ (2) reads-17
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e2
F Xb02 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a0C1eXb12 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a1C1e2Xb22 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a2C1O8~e3!G
1
1
2e2
F Xb02 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a0C1eXb12 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a1C1e2Xb22 2b0S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
a2C1O8~e3!G J S m˜ R2Q˜ 2D
2e
,
~5.19!where Eqs. ~5.17!, ~5.18! have already been taken into ac-
count.
As denoted in Eq. ~3.8!
f˜ ~u ,t !5Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ Zf ,col~s ,t;m0
2!
the remaining UV singularities are multiplicatively renormal-
izable and factorize in the renormalization constant
Zf ,ren(u ,v;m˜ R2 ) given by
Zf ,ren511
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p
1
e
a01
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
1
e2
3F S b02 2b0a0D1eS b12 2b0a12a0a1D G1 ,
~5.20!
with
b02b0a02a0
250 ~5.21!
@i.e., b0(x ,y)2b0 a0(x ,y)2a0(x ,u) ^ a0(u ,y)50# emerg-
ing as the condition of multiplicative renormalizability. As
for the collinear singularities, they factorize at the factoriza-
tion scale m0
2 in Zf ,col(s ,t;m02) given by
Zf ,col511
aS~m0
2!
4p
1
2e
a01
aS
2~m0
2!
~4p!2
1
2e2
3F S b02 2b0a02a02D1eS b12 2b0a12a0a1D G
1 . ~5.22!
Finally, based on Eqs. ~3.8! and ~5.20!–~5.22!, the function
fV(v ,s;m˜ R2 ,m02) is obtained. It is free of singularities, and
after the e→0 limit is taken, it takes the form
fV511
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p a0ln
m˜ R
2
m0
2 1
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
3F b02 ln2m˜ R2m021~b122b0a122a0a1!lnm˜ R
2
m0
2G1 .
~5.23!
Note that the auxiliary scale Q˜ 2 has disappeared after renor-
malization and factorization of collinear singularities. We053020can make a distinction between the scale m˜ R ,1
2 introduced by
the coupling constant renormalization and the scale m˜ R ,2
2 at
which the remaining UV singularities are factorized in the
renormalization constant Zf ,ren . It can be easily shown that
the scale m˜ R ,1
2 vanishes from the end results, i.e., that Zf ,ren
and fV depend only on the scale m˜ R ,2
2
. Hence, m˜ R[m˜ R ,2
2 and
m0
2 are the only relevant scales. Also, note that Zf ,col(m2)
5Zf ,ren
21 (m2), which is expected, since, in dimensional regu-
larization, f˜ 51 when the distinction between UV and col-
linear singularities is abandoned.
2. Remarks on the evolutional part of the DA
As explained in Sec. II, the function f˜ (u ,t) represents a
perturbatively calculable part of the unrenormalized pion dis-
tribution amplitude F(u). By taking into account Eqs. ~3.7!
and ~3.8! the distribution F(u) can be expressed by Eq.
~3.9!,
F~u !5Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!,
where F(s ,m02) represents the pion distribution amplitude
determined at the scale m0
2
. Its evolution to the scale m˜ R
2 is
determined by fV(v ,s;m˜ R2 ,m02) and given by Eq. ~3.11!:
F~v ,m˜ R
2 !5fV~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!.
The evolution potential V defined in Eq. ~2.5! can be ob-
tained from ~3.5!
V52Zf ,ren
21 S m˜ R2 ]
]m˜ R
2 Zf ,renD ,
using Eq. ~5.20!, and it reads
V5
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p V11
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
V21 , ~5.24a!
where
V15a0
V25b122b0a122a0a1 . ~5.24b!
By noting that
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p ln
m˜ R
2
m0
2 5
1
b0
S 12aS~m˜ R2 !
aS~m0
2!
D 5O~aS0! ~5.25!-18
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tion ~5.21! as well as the results ~5.24b!, the aS expansion of
fV given in Eq. ~5.23! can be reorganized and written in the
form
fV5fV
LO1
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p fV
NLO1 , ~5.26a!
where
fV
LO511
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p ln
m˜ R
2
m0
2 V11
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
ln2
m˜ R
2
m0
2
1
2 ~V1
21b0V1!
1 ~5.26b!
and
fV
NLO5
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p ln
m˜ R
2
m0
2 V21 ~5.26c!
denote the LO and NLO part, respectively. By substituting
Eq. ~5.26a! into Eq. ~3.11! one obtains
F~v ,m˜ R
2 !5fV
LO~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!
1
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p fV
NLO~v ,s;m˜ R
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!1
5FLO~v ,m˜ R
2 !1
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p F
NLO~v ,m˜ R
2 !1 .
~5.27!
As it is seen from Eqs. ~5.26b! and ~5.26c!, the results of the
two-loop calculation correspond to the first terms of the LO
and NLO contributions to the fV function.
The complete LO and NLO behavior of fV(v ,s;m˜ R2 ) and,
consequently, of F(v ,m˜ R2 ) can be determined by solving the
evolution equation ~2.5!, or equivalently Eq. ~3.12!.
m˜ R
2 ]
]m˜ R
2 fV~v ,s ,m
˜
R
2
,m0
2!5V~v ,s8,m˜ R
2 ! ^ fV~s8,s ,m˜ R
2
,m0
2!.
The LO result is of the form
fV
LO~v ,s;m˜ R
2 !5 ( 8
n50
‘
v~12v !
Nn
Cn
3/2~2v21 !
3Cn
3/2~2s21 !S aS~m˜ R2 !
aS~m0
2!
D 2gn(0)/b0, ~5.28!
where Nn5(n11)(n12)/4(2n13), and Cn3/2(2x21) are
the Gegenbauer polynomials representing the eigenfunctions
of the LO kernel V1 with the corresponding eigenvalues
gn
(0)5CFF31 2~n11 !~n12 ! 24 (i51
n11 1
i G . ~5.29!053020One can show the agreement between the complete LO pre-
diction given above and the expansion ~5.26b!. The complete
formal solution of the NLO evolution equation was obtained
in @23# making use of conformal constraints, and the form of
fV
NLO can be extracted from the results listed in @8#.
3. Analytical results up to nf-proportional NNLO terms
(obtained using the naive-g5 scheme)
After this lengthy general analysis we now turn to dis-
playing the results. Using the multiplicative renormalizabil-
ity condition ~5.21! and the notation ~5.24b!, the renormal-
ization constant Zf ,ren(u ,v;m˜ R2 ) from Eq. ~5.20! is expressed
by
Zf ,ren~u ,v;m˜ R
2 !
5d~u2v !1
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p
1
e
V1~u ,v !1
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
1
e2
3F S 2 23 n f D S 2V1~u ,v !2 1e V2
n f~u ,v !
2 D 1G1 .
~5.30!
Here we list only the relevant combinations of ai , bi coeffi-
cients:
V1~u ,t !5a0~u ,t !
52 CFH ut F11 1t2uGu~ t2u !1S u→12ut→12t D J
1
,
~5.31a!
V2
n f~u ,t !5b1
n f~u ,t !22a1~u ,t !
52 CFH ut F11S 11 1t2u D S 53 1lnut D Gu~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D J
1
. ~5.31b!
Our results confirm the well-known form of the one-loop
kernel V1 @2# and the two-loop n f-proportional kernel V2
n f
@19–21#. For later use we also specify the convolution of the
functions given in Eq. ~5.31! with the frequently encountered
1/(12x) term:
1
12x ^ V1~x ,u !5CF
1
12u 312 ln~12u ! ~5.32a!
and
1
12x ^ V2
n f~x ,u !
5CF
1
12u F12 1S 163 2 2u D ln~12u !12Li2~u !G . ~5.32b!
-19
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The function f˜ calculated in the naive-g5 scheme and the
function f˜ HV obtained in the HV scheme are related by
f˜ 5ZHV ,UV21 f˜ HVZHV ,col21 . ~5.33!
The factors ZHV ,UV21 and ZHV ,col21 remove the ‘‘spurious’’
anomalous terms introduced by the presence of dimension-
ally regulated UV and collinear singularities, respectively.
The renormalization of the f˜ HV function proceeds analo-
gously to the renormalization of f˜ described in the preceding
subsection. While
a0
HV5a0 , b0
HV5b0 , ~5.34!
the coefficients ai , bi for i>1 get replaced by
ai
HV5ai1Dai
bi
HV5bi1Dbi , ~5.35!
and, according to Eq. ~3.8!, the UV and collinear singulari-
ties are factorized
f˜ HV5Zf ,ren
HV fV
HVZf ,col
HV
. ~5.36!
By comparing Zf ,ren
HV
, Zf ,col
HV
, and fV
HV with the results
~5.20!–~5.23! obtained using the naive-g5 scheme, Eq.
~5.36! takes the form
f˜ HV5~Zf ,renZHV ,UVdiv !~ZHV ,UVf in fVZHV ,colf in !
3~ZHV ,coldiv Zf ,col!, ~5.37!
where
Z HVdiv[ZHV ,UVdiv
511
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
1
e S Db12 2b0Da12a0Da1D1 ~5.38!
and
Z HVf in[ZHV ,UVf in
511
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p Da11O~e!1
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
3S Db12 2b0Da22a0Da22a1Da11O~e! D
1 , ~5.39!
while ZHV ,coldiv , f in(m2)5(ZHV ,UVdiv , f in)21(m2). The condition of mul-
tiplicative renormalizability of the ‘‘spurious’’ anomalous
terms introduced by the HV scheme reads
Db12b0Da122a0Da150. ~5.40!053020Finally, we list the results obtained by substituting KHV
(1)
and Kn f ,HV
(2) ~4.37!, ~4.38! in place of K (1) and K (2) in Eqs.
~4.22!, ~4.33!. The combinations of the Dai and Dbi coeffi-
cients, which appear in Eqs. ~5.38!–~5.42! after Eq. ~5.40! is
taken into account, read
Da1~u ,t !52 CFH 4 ut u~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D J , ~5.41a!
Db1
n f~u ,t !22Da2~u ,t !52 CFH ut S 83 14 lnut D u~ t2u !
1S u→12ut→12t D . ~5.41b!
The complete renormalization constant ZHV[ZHV ,UV from
Eq. ~5.33! is then given by
ZHV~u ,v;m˜ R2 !5Z HVdiv~u ,w;m˜ R2 ! ^ Z HVf in ~w ,v;m˜ R2 !.
~5.42!
By utilizing the condition of multiplicative renormalizability
of the ‘‘spurious’’ terms ~5.40!, it takes the form
ZHV~u ,v;m˜ R2 !5d~u2v !1
aS~m˜ R
2 !
4p Da1~u ,v !1O~e!
1
aS
2~m˜ R
2 !
~4p!2
F S 2 23 n f D S 1e 2Da1~u ,v !2
1
Db1
n f~u ,v !22Da2~u ,v !
2 1O~e!D 1G
1 . ~5.43!
It is interesting to note that by using the ‘‘reduction’’ formu-
las, which relate the exclusive ~‘‘nonforward’’! and inclusive
~‘‘forward’’! kernels @21#, the agreement between the renor-
malization constant ZHV given above and an analogous
‘‘HV’’ renormalization constant for the longitudinal spin
structure function g1 @29# is established @up to O(e) terms#.
For later use we specify the convolution of functions de-
fined in Eq. ~5.41! with the 1/(12x) term:
1
12x ^ Da1~x ,u !5CF
1
12u S 2812uu ln~12u ! D , ~5.44a!
and
1
12x ^ @Db1
n f~x ,u !22Da2~x ,u !#
5CF
1
12u S 2 163 12uu ln~12u !2812uu Li2~u ! D .
~5.44b!-20
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FORM FACTOR UP TO nf-PROPORTIONAL NNLO TERMS
We now combine the results for the hard-scattering am-
plitude and the DA obtained in the preceding sections. After
resolving the g5 problem and discussing the dependence of
the prediction on the factorization scale mF
2
, we finally
present the expression for the pion transition form factor up
to n f-proportional NNLO terms.
A. Resolving the g5 ambiguity
In Sec. V B and V C, we have presented the results of the
perturbative treatment of the hard-scattering amplitude
T(u ,Q2) and the distribution amplitude F(u), respectively.
Along the lines outlined in Sec. III, we now proceed to com-
bine these results to obtain the finite and g5-scheme indepen-
dent expression for the pion transition form factor
Fg*gp(Q2), up to the n f-proportional NNLO contributions.
The lack of the ambiguity in the DA results along with the
fact that the prediction for the pion transition form factor
should not depend on the choice of the g5-scheme make it
possible to resolve the ambiguity of the g5 treatment in the
hard-scattering calculation.
1. Naive g5-scheme
The appearance of two g5 matrices imposes the use of the
naive-g5 scheme in the DA calculation and the correspond-
ing results are presented in Eqs. ~5.26!–~5.31!. The g5 ma-
trix present in the hard-scattering amplitude can also be
treated in the naive-g5 scheme in which case a number of
results emerge. After the Ward identities of QED are taken
into account, the remaining ambiguity in the hard-scattering
amplitude result ~5.12!–~5.16! is parameterized by the pa-
rameter d ~as explained in Appendix A and Sec. IV A!.
Matching Eqs. ~5.15! and ~5.32! one observes that
1
12x ^ V1~x ,u !5Acol
(1)~u ! ~6.1a!
1
12x ^ V2
n f~x ,u !5A
col
(2,n f )~u !ud51 . ~6.1b!
If these relations are taken into account in Eq. ~5.16!, then a
comparison with Eq. ~5.30!, for m˜ R2 5mF2 @i.e., for the DA
F(u) renormalized at the mF2 scale#, gives
ZT ,colud515Zf ,ren
21
, ~6.2!
i.e., the relation ~3.14! is satisfied and the singularities in Eq.
~3.13! cancel for the d parameter taking the value 1. Hence,
we obtain
ZT ,col~x ,u;mF
2 ![ZT ,col~x ,u;mF
2 !ud51 , ~6.3!
and, consequently,
TH~x ,Q2,mF2 ![TH~x ,Q2,mF2 !ud51 , ~6.4!053020where Eq. ~6.2!, together with Eq. ~5.30!, determines
ZT ,col(x ,u;mF2 )ud51, while taking d51 in Eqs. ~5.12!–~5.15!
gives TH(x ,Q2,mF2 )ud51. Hereby, we have confirmed the g5
prescription employed in @10# ~see Appendix A for further
details!.
In the preceding consideration, we have resolved the g5
ambiguity of the hard-scattering prediction by adopting the
naive g5-scheme and by using the unambiguous DA results
~along with the QED Ward identities! to single out the cor-
rect prediction.
2. HV scheme
Let us now present the calculation performed in the HV
scheme. Continuing to D dimensions and adopting the HV
scheme leads to unique results, but the ‘‘spurious’’ anoma-
lous terms, which violate chiral symmetry, appear and addi-
tional renormalization is required, both for the DA and the
hard-scattering amplitude.
The results for the hard-scattering amplitude obtained in
the HV scheme correspond to the d50 choice in ~5.12!–
~5.16!, and the notation THV, THHV , ZT ,colHV has been intro-
duced. The fact that the UV singularities appearing in the
hard-scattering amplitude get completely renormalized by
the coupling constant renormalization indicates that, contrary
to the DA case, only the presence of collinear singularities
along with the nonanticommuting nature of g5 matrix intro-
duces ‘‘spurious’’ anomalous terms.
The corresponding renormalization constant for the DA
denoted by ZHV5Z HVdiv Z HVf in and displayed in Eqs. ~5.38!–
~5.43! has been determined by comparing the ‘‘correct’’ re-
sults obtained in the naive-g5 with the corresponding results
obtained using the HV scheme. As a result, one finds that the
unrenormalized DA in the HV scheme, FHV(u8), and the
unrenormalized DA in the naive-g5 scheme, F(u), are re-
lated by
F5Z HV21FHV. ~6.5!
Similarly, the renormalization constants Zf ,ren and Zf ,ren
HV
determined in the naive-g5 and the HV schemes, respec-
tively, are related by
Zf ,ren5Z HVdiv 21Zf ,renHV , ~6.6!
while the additional finite ‘‘HV’’ renormalization of the
renormalized distribution FHV(v8,m˜ R2 ) calculated in the HV
scheme, is needed to obtain the renormalized DA F(v ,m˜ R2 )
free of ‘‘spurious’’ anomalies:
F5Z HVf in 21FHV. ~6.7!
The prediction for the pion transition form factor cannot
depend on the choice of the scheme and chiral symmetry is
restored for the complete result, i.e.,
Fg*gp5T F
†5T Z HV21Z HVF†
5THVFHV †, ~6.8!-21
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Fg*gp5THF*5TH~Z HVf in !21Z HVf inF*
5TH
HVFHV *. ~6.9!
On the basis of Eqs. ~5.44! and ~5.38!–~5.43!, along with
Eqs. ~5.12!–~5.16!, it can easily be shown that
T5THVZHV , ~6.10!
while
TH5TH
HVZ HVf in , ~6.11!
and
ZT ,col5ZT ,col
HV Z HVdiv , ~6.12!
with TH and ZT ,col being given by Eqs. ~6.4! and ~6.3!, re-
spectively, and T5THZT ,col .
Hence, we have resolved the g5 ambiguity appearing in
the hard-scattering amplitude calculation by consistently
treating, in either the naive-g5 or the HV scheme, both the
hard-scattering amplitude and the distribution amplitude
~which, actually, is free of the g5 ambiguity!.
B. Discussing the factorization scale dependence
After the g5 ambiguity is resolved, and the collinear sin-
gularities present in the T(u ,Q2) and F(u) amplitudes can-
cel, we are left with the finite prediction for the pion transi-
tion form factor
Fg*gp~Q2!5TH~x ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ F*~x ,mF2 ! . ~6.13!
The hard-scattering amplitude TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ), evaluated up to
n f-proportional NNLO terms, is given by Eqs. ~5.12!–~5.15!
with d51.
The distribution amplitude F*(x ,mF2 ) is determined by
evoluting F*(x ,m02) ~obtained at the scale m02 using some
nonperturbative method! to the scale mF
2 according to Eq.
~3.11!
F~v ,m˜ R
2 !5fV~v ,s;mF
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!,
i.e., Eq. ~5.27!
F~v ,mF
2 !5fV
LO~v ,s;mF
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!
1
aS~mF
2 !
4p fV
NLO~v ,s;mF
2
,m0
2! ^ F~s ,m0
2!1 .
In Sec. V C we have analyzed in detail the evolutional part
fV , and as noted there, the two-loop DA calculation explic-
itly gives only the first few terms of the LO and NLO con-
tributions, while the complete LO and NLO behavior of the
DA is determined by solving the evolution equation ~2.5!, or
equivalently Eq. ~3.12!053020mF
2 ]
]mF
2 fV~v ,s ,mF
2
,m0
2!5V~v ,s8,mF
2 ! ^ fV~s8,s ,mF
2
,m0
2!.
The dependence of TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) on the factorization
scale mF
2 can be determined analogously to the mF
2 depen-
dence of the DA. Thus, by differentiating Eq. ~3.1! with re-
spect to mF
2 and taking into account Eqs. ~3.5! and ~3.14! one
finds that TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) satisfies the equation
mF
2 ]
]mF
2 TH~x ,Q2,mF
2 !52TH~y ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ V~y ,x;mF2 !,
~6.14!
which, as it is seen, is analogous to the DA evolution equa-
tion ~2.5!. Therefore, just as in the case of the DA, any finite
order solution of Eq. ~6.14! contains the complete mF
2 depen-
dence of TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) which is not the case with the expan-
sion ~5.12! truncated at the same order @and not taking into
account Eq. ~5.25!#.
The hard-scattering amplitude TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) can be writ-
ten in the factorized form
TH~x ,Q2,mF2 !5TH~y ,Q2,mF2 5Q2! ^ fV~y ,x ,Q2,mF2 !,
~6.15!
with fV(y ,x ,Q2,mF2 ) containing all its mF2 dependence. This
can easily be demonstrated if use is made of TH and fV
determined up to n f-proportional NNLO terms @see Eqs.
~5.26!, ~5.32!, and ~C3b!#. On the other hand, using Eq.
~3.12! one can show by partial integration that Eq. ~6.15!
indeed represents the solution of the evolution equation
~6.14!.
When calculating to any finite order in aS , it is inappro-
priate to convolute the F(x ,mF2 ) distribution obtained by
solving the evolution equation ~2.5! @i.e., given by Eqs.
~2.8!–~2.13!# with TH(x ,Q2,mF2 ) obtained by the truncation
of the expansion ~5.12!. Namely, in the latter function, only
the partial dependence on mF
2 is included, in contrast to the
former. Notice that when the complete dependence of TH on
mF
2 is taken into account even the LO term in Eq. ~6.15! is
mF
2 dependent, in contrast to T (0) given in Eq. ~2.4!, and this
leads to the mF
2 independent LO prediction for the pion tran-
sition form factor.
Substituting Eqs. ~6.15! and ~3.11! into Eq. ~6.13! and
taking into account that
fV~y ,x ,Q2,mF2 ! ^ fV~x ,s ,mF2 ,m02!5fV~y ,s ,Q2,m02!,
~6.16!
one obtains
Fg*gp~Q2!5TH~y ,Q2,Q2! ^ fV~y ,s ,Q2,m02! ^ F*~s ,m02!.
~6.17!
The relation ~6.16! is valid at every order of perturbative
calculation @to NLO this can easily be checked by substitut-
ing ~5.28! and the NLO results of Ref. @23# into Eq. ~6.16!#.
It represents the resummation of the ln(Q2/m02) logarithms-22
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2 scale, performed in such a way
that, first, the logarithms ln(mF2/m02) originating from the per-
turbative part of the DA are resummed, and then the summa-
tion of ln(Q2/mF2) logarithms from the hard-scattering part is
performed. Therefore, the summations of the mF
2 logarithms
can be accomplished with any choice of mF
2
, because the
effect in the final prediction, at every order, is the same as if
the complete renormalization-group resummation of
ln(Q2/m02) logarithms has been performed.
Consequently, the Fg*gp prediction ~2.2! ~as well as the
prediction for any other exclusive quantity obtained in the
standard hard-scattering picture! is independent of the factor-
ization scale mF
2 at every order in aS , provided both TH and
F are consistently treated regarding the mF
2 dependence. The
intermediate scale at which the short- and long-distance dy-
namics separate, the factorization scale mF
2
, disappears from
the final prediction at every order in aS and therefore does
not introduce any theoretical uncertainty into the PQCD cal-
culation for exclusive processes.
We would like to point out here that by adopting the com-
mon choice mF
2 5Q2, one avoids the need for the resumma-
tion of the ln(Q2/mF2) logarithms in the hard-scattering part,
making the calculation simpler and hence, for practical pur-
poses, the preferable form of Fg*gp(Q2) is given by
Fg*gp~Q2!5TH~x ,Q2,Q2! ^ F*~x ,Q2!. ~6.18!
C. Presenting the final results
Finally, we summarize. Taking into account Eqs. ~5.12!–
~5.15! and the results of the preceding subsections, the hard-
scattering amplitude TH(x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2), free of all effects of
collinear singularities ~the terms containing functions
Acol
(n) lnnmF
2/Q2 factorized in fV), takes the form
TH~x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2!
5TH
(0)~x ,Q2!1
aS~mR
2 !
4p TH
(1)~x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2!1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2
3F S 2 23 n f DTH(2,n f )~x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2,mR2 !1G1 ,
~6.19!
where
TH
(0)~x ,Q2!5 NTQ2
A (0)~x !1~x→12x !, ~6.20a!
TH
(1)~x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2!5
NT
Q2
A (1)~x !1~x→12x !, ~6.20b!053020TH
(2,n f )~x ,Q2,mF2 5Q2,mR2 !5
NT
Q2 S A (2,n f )~x !1A (1)~x !ln mR2Q2D
1~x→12x !, ~6.20c!
and
A (0)~x !5
1
12x , ~6.21a!
A (1)~x !5CF
1
12x F292 12xx ln~12x !1ln2~12x !G ,
~6.21b!
A (2,n f )~x !5CF
1
12x F2 45724 2S 4718 2 12x D ln~12x !
1S 136 2 12x D ln2~12x !2 13 ln3~12x !
2
14
3 Li2~x !1Li3~x !22S1,2~x !G . ~6.21c!
To obtain the distribution amplitude F(x ,Q2) one evo-
lutes F(x ,m02), determined using some nonperturbative
methods at the scale m0
2
, to the scale Q2 according to Eqs.
~2.8!–~2.13!.
By substituting Eqs. ~6.19!, ~2.8!, and ~2.10! into Eq.
~6.18! and taking Eq. ~C3b! into account the pion transition
form factor Fg*gp expressed as a perturbative series in
aS(mR2 ) reads
Fg*gp~Q2!5Fg*gp
(0)
~Q2!1
aS~mR
2 !
4p Fg*gp
(1)
~Q2!1
aS
2~mR
2 !
~4p!2
3F S 2 23 n f DFg*gp(2,n f ) ~Q2,mR2 !1G1 ,
~6.22!
where
Fg*gp
(0)
~Q2!5TH(0)~x ,Q2! ^ FLO~x ,Q2!, ~6.23a!
Fg*gp
(1)
~Q2!5TH(1)~x ,Q2,Q2! ^ FLO~x ,Q2!
1TH
(0)~x ,Q2! ^ FNLO~x ,Q2!, ~6.23b!
F
g*gp
(2,n f ) ~Q2,mR2 !5TH
(2,n f )~x ,Q2,Q2,mR2 ! ^ FLO~x ,Q2!
1TH
(0)~x ,Q2! ^ FNLO~x ,Q2!ln
mR
2
Q2
.
~6.23c!
As it is seen, we are left with one expansion parameter:
aS(mR2 ). The scale mR2 actually represents the renormaliza--23
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the pion transition form factor ~6.17!, i.e., of
TH~y ,Q2,m02!5TH~y ,Q2,Q2! ^ fV~y ,s ,Q2,m02!.
~6.24!
Although the physical pion transition form factor Fg*gp(Q2)
does not depend on the choice of the renormalization scale
mR
2
, when calculating to any finite order a residual depen-
dence on the mR
2 scale remains.
VII. NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS
A. Fixing the renormalization scale according
to the BLM procedure
The dependence of finite order predictions on the renor-
malization scale introduces a theoretical uncertainty in their
interpretation ~see @8# for a detailed discussion!, which is
especially evident in calculations to lowest order in order
aS . It would be advantageous to optimize the scale choice
according to some sensible criteria. The BLM procedure
@13–15# offers such criteria. The essence of the BLM proce-
dure is that all vacuum-polarization effects ~gluon vacuum
polarization contributions, analogous to QED, as well as
quark vacuum polarization and vertex corrections! from the
QCD b function are incorporated into the running coupling053020constant rather than into the coefficients of the perturbative
expansion. In practice, this amounts to computing quark-loop
insertions in the diagrams of that order ~since b0511
22/3n f , . . . ) and setting the scale by demanding that the
coefficients of the perturbative expansion are n f independent.
Hence, according to the BLM scale setting prescription,
the renormalization scale for the pion transition form factor
entering at the NLO is determined from the NNLO
n f-proportional terms, and is fixed by the requirement
F
g*gp
(2,n f ) ~Q2,mR2 !50. ~7.1!
Note that in the present calculation the effective nature of mR
2
has been implicitly assumed, i.e., mR
2 has been treated as
independent of the momentum fractions x throughout the pa-
per; otherwise the factorization of singularities would take a
cumbersome form ~if manageable at all!. Apart from that we
would be faced with the problem of a clear separation of the
short- and long-distance effects @30#.
Therefore, the only consistent way to assess the BLM
scale is to solve Eq. ~7.1!, resulting in some mean value
BLM scale
mR
2 5mBLM
2 5aBLM~Q2!Q2, ~7.2a!
whereaBLM~Q2!5expS 2 A (2,n f )~x ! ^ FLO~x ,Q2!A (1)~x ! ^ FLO~x ,Q2!1A (0)~x ! ^ FNLO~x ,Q2!D . ~7.2b!
As it is seen, the scale mBLM
2 depends on the specific form of the distribution amplitude.
In Sec. II the nonperturbative input, i.e., the distribution amplitude f(x ,m02)5F(x ,m0)/Nf determined at the scale m02, has
been presented in the form of an expansion over Gegenbauer polynomials ~2.10!. The evolution to the scale mF
2 has been
described by Eqs. ~2.11!, ~2.13!. Retaining only the first three terms in the general expansion of the pion DA given in Eq.
~2.10!,
f~x ,m0
2!56x~12x !@11B2C2
3/2~2x21 !1B4C4
3/2~2x21 !# ,
~7.3!
the LO and NLO contributions to Q2Fg*gp(Q2) take the form
Q2Fg*gp
(0)
~Q2!52Cp f p$3@11B2LO~Q2!1B4LO~Q2!#% ~7.4!
Q2Fg*gp
(1)
~Q2!52Cp f pF S 2201 29518 B2LO~Q2!1 10487225 B4LO~Q2! D13 (k52
‘
8Bk
NLO~Q2!G , ~7.5!
while the n f proportional NNLO contribution amounts to
Q2F
g*gp
(2,n f ) ~Q2!52Cp f pF 243.47178.47B2LO~Q2!1197.165B4LO~Q2!
1S 2201 29518 B2LO~Q2!1 10487225 B4LO~Q2! D ln mR
2
Q2
1S 3 (
k52
‘
8Bk
NLO~Q2!D lnmR2Q2G . ~7.6!-24
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Eq. ~7.2a! with
aBLM~Q2!5expS 2 243.47178.47 B2LO~Q2!1197.165 B4LO~Q2!2201 29518 B2LO~Q2!1 10487225 B4LO~Q2!13 (k52‘ 8BkNLO~Q2!D . ~7.7!
Expressions ~6.22! and ~7.4!–~7.6!, representing the com-
plete NLO prediction for the pion transition form factor, to-
gether with the expressions ~7.2a! and ~7.7!, specifying the
corresponding BLM scale, are valid for an arbitrary distribu-
tion amplitude ~with the evolutional effects included! and
represent the main results of this paper.
B. Numerical predictions in the MS and aV schemes
Based on the general expressions derived in a preceding
subsection, we now proceed to obtain numerical predictions
for the pion transition form factor using two specific distri-
bution amplitudes: the asymptotic DA and the CZ distribu-
tion amplitude.
There is increasing theoretical evidence coming from dif-
ferent calculations @31–34# that the low energy pion distri-
bution amplitude does not differ much from its asymptotic
form fas(x)56x(12x) @which represents the solution of
the evolution equation ~2.5! for mF2 →‘#. The distribution
f(x ,m02)5fas(x) is characterized by the fact that at the LO
it has no evolution, while the NLO evolutional effects are
tiny @8#, and for the purpose of this calculation these effects
can safely be neglected.
The expression for the pion transition form factor
Q2Fg*gp(Q2), based on Eqs. ~6.22! and ~7.4!–~7.6!, and
corresponding to the asymptotic distribution then reads
Q2Fg*gp~Q2!52Cp f pH 31 aS~mR2 !4p ~220!1 aS2~mR2 !~4p!2
3F S 2 23 n f D S 243.47220lnmR2Q2D 1G
1J . ~7.8!
The n f-proportional NNLO contribution determines the
value of the BLM scale
mR
2 5~mBLM
2 !as’0.114 Q2’ Q
2
9 . ~7.9!
One notes that this scale is considerably softer than the total
momentum transfer Q2, which is consistent with partitioning
of Q2 among the pion constituents. It should be pointed out,
however, that in the MS scheme the BLM scale does not
reflect the mean gluon momenta. Based on Eq. ~7.8!, the
NLO prediction amounts to053020Q2Fg*gp~Q2!50.1851
aS~mR
2 !
p
~20.309!1 .
~7.10!
This prediction obtained with the asymptotic distribution
and the MS definition of the strong coupling renormalized at
the BLM scale given by Eq. ~7.9! is displayed in Fig. 9,
along with the CLEO experimental data. For comparison
also included in Fig. 9 is the NLO prediction obtained by
employing the widely used choice mR
2 5Q2. The usual one-
loop formula for the QCD running coupling constant ~C5!
has been used with L5LMS50.2 GeV2.
As it is seen from Fig. 9, the NLO results for the pion
transition form factor display the following features. First,
inclusion of the NLO contributions decreases the LO predic-
tion. Second, predictions based on the asymptotic distribu-
tion are in reasonably good agreement with currently avail-
able experimental data.
In comparison with the choice mR
2 5Q2, the BLM scale
choice increases the absolute value of the ratio of the NLO to
LO prediction by ’1126% for the values of Q2 between 6
and 20 GeV2. As an extension of the BLM scale-fixing pre-
scription to all orders in perturbation theory, in @35# all the
(b0as)n contributions to the pion transition form factor were
resummed under the assumption of ‘‘naive non-
Abelianization’’ ~NNA!. Our results cannot be directly com-
pared with @35#, but there are indications that the usual BLM
FIG. 9. The LO and NLO predictions for the pion transition
form factor ~scaled with Q2) Q2Fg*gp(Q2), obtained using the
asymptotic DA. The NLO predictions are obtained using the BLM
scale mR
2 5mBLM
2 ’Q2/9 ~7.9! and the commonly used choice mR2
5Q2. The experimental data are taken from @38#.-25
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tions associated with the one-loop running coupling @36#.
The complete NLO prediction for the pion transition form
factor corresponding to the end-point concentrated CZ dis-
tribution amplitude @37#, given by Eqs. ~7.4!–~7.6! with the
coefficients B252/3 and B450, is shown in Fig. 10. Owing
to the fact that the LO and NLO evolutional corrections to
the CZ distribution are considerable @8#, they have been
taken into account. The BLM scale for the CZ distribution is
higher than the BLM scale for the asymptotic DA, and it
varies from Q2/1.84 to Q2/2.37 for Q2 between 2 and
20 GeV2.
As it is evident from Fig. 10, the complete NLO predic-
tion for the pion transition form factor derived from the CZ
distribution exceeds the experimental data significantly. This
result can be considered as a serious failure of the CZ distri-
bution amplitude. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, one observes
that the difference between our results for the asymptotic and
CZ distribution amplitudes is sufficiently large for an unam-
biguous experimental discrimination between the two possi-
bilities. Therefore, one expects that the pion distribution am-
plitude is closer to the asymptotic form than to the strongly
end-point concentrated DA’s like CZ @33#.
The size of higher-order QCD corrections represents the
missing ingredient in assessing the validity of the perturba-
tive prediction and the convergence of the expansion. One
hopes that the BLM prescription offers a systematic way to
choose the renormalization scale and minimize higher-order
contributions. In order to check this for the case of the pion
transition form factor, one would have to evaluate the com-
plete NNLO contribution, which is a very demanding task.
Another sensible indicator of the applicability of the pertur-
bative calculation is the size of the expansion parameter
aS(mR2 ). The rather low BLM scale given in Eq. ~7.9!, and
consequently the large aS(mBLM2 ), questions the applicability
of the perturbative prediction at experimentally accessible
momentum transfers. Namely, the NLO predictions obtained
in this paper assuming the asymptotic DA and the BLM scale
FIG. 10. The LO and NLO predictions for the pion transition
form factor ~scaled with Q2) Q2Fg*gp(Q2), obtained using the CZ
distribution amplitude. The NLO predictions are obtained using the
BLM scale determined from Eq. ~7.7!, and the commonly used
choice mR
2 5Q2. The experimental data are taken from @38#.053020~7.9! satisfy the requirement aS(mR2 ),0.5 for Q2>6 GeV2.
It should be pointed out, however, that there is an intrinsic
disadvantage in using the MS running coupling @given by
Eq. ~C5!# as an expansion parameter, since it has a simple
pole at mR
2 5L2. This does not reflect the nonperturbative
behavior of aS(mR2 ) for small mR2 , and a number of proposals
have been suggested for the form of the coupling constant in
this regime @39,40#, but its implementation demands caution
@8#. For a recent application of @40# to the calculation of the
pion transition form factor, see @41#.
So far nothing has been said concerning the renormaliza-
tion scheme dependence of the predictions. It is known that
the renormalization scheme dependence can be avoided by
considering relations between physical observables, which
must be independent of the choice of the scheme and scale to
any fixed order of perturbation theory. This requirement can
be expressed in the form of ‘‘commensurate scale relations’’
~CSR!, in which the BLM scale-setting method is used to fix
the renormalization scale @14#. In practice, a CSR for two
observables is obtained by relating their respective perturba-
tive predictions calculated in, for example, the MS scheme,
and then by algebraically eliminating aMS . The choice of the
BLM scale ensures that the resulting CSR is independent of
the choice of the intermediate renormalization scheme. Fol-
lowing this approach, in @15# the exclusive hadronic ampli-
tudes were calculated in the aV scheme, in which the effec-
tive coupling aV(m2) is defined from the heavy-quark
potential V(m2). The aV scheme is a natural, physically
based scheme, which by definition automatically incorpo-
rates vacuum polarization effects into the coupling. The mV
2
scale which then appears in the aV coupling reflects the
mean virtuality of the exchanged gluons.
If use is made of the scale-fixed relation between the cou-
plings aMS and aV @15#
aMS~e
25/3mV
2 !5aV~mV
2 !S 11 aV~mV2 !4p 8CA3 1 D ,
~7.11!
then, to the order we are calculating, the prediction for the
pion transition form factor takes the form
Fg*gp~Q2!5Fg*gp
(0)
~Q2!1
aV~mV
2 !
4p Fg*gp
(1)
~Q2!1 ,
~7.12!
with the ‘‘V’’ scale being given by
mV
2 5e5/3mBLM
2
. ~7.13!
Now, on the basis of Eqs. ~7.9! and ~7.13! one finds that the
V scale, corresponding to the asymptotic distribution and
reflecting the mean ~NLO! gluon momentum, is
~mV
2 !as’0.6025 Q2’ Q
2
1.7 . ~7.14!-26
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corresponding mV
2 scale for the pion electromagnetic form
factor amounts to Q2/20 @15,8#.
Furthermore, since aV is an effective running coupling
defined from the physical observable it must be finite at low
momenta, and the appropriate parameterization of the low-
energy region should in principle be included. Nevertheless,
in the energy region we are interested in, the usual one-loop
conventional solution of the renormalization group equation
for the QCD coupling ~C5! can be employed. The numerical
NLO prediction for the pion transition form factor obtained
from Eqs. ~7.12!–~7.14! and calculated with LV
50.16 GeV2 is depicted in Fig. 11. As can be seen, it is in
good agreement with experimental data. The LO QCD cor-
rection, i.e., the NLO contribution, lowers the LO prediction
for ’16% for Q2’6 GeV2, i.e., for aV(mV2 )’0.3.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have determined the NLO Brodsky-
Lepage-Mackenzie ~BLM! scale and obtained the complete
NLO prediction for the pion transition form factor.
To determine the NLO BLM scale, a consistent and de-
tailed calculation of both the hard-scattering and the pertur-
batively calculable part of the pion distribution amplitude
has been performed up to n f-proportional NNLO contribu-
tions. The calculation has been carried out in the Feynman
gauge. To control both the UV and collinear divergences the
dimensional regularization method has been employed. By
combining, according to Eq. ~3.13!, and matching the results
for the hard-scattering amplitude with the corresponding re-
sults obtained for the distribution amplitude, a proper cancel-
lation of collinear singularities has been established and the
g5 ambiguity problem ~related to the use of dimensional
regularization! has been resolved using the naive-g5 as well
as the ’t Hooft-Veltman ~HV! schemes. As a result, the com-
plete leading-twist NLO prediction for the pion transition
form factor has been obtained as given by Eqs. ~6.22! and
~7.4!–~7.6!, and Eqs. ~7.2a! and ~7.7!, specifying the corre-
FIG. 11. The LO and NLO predictions for the pion transition
form factor ~scaled with Q2) Q2Fg*gp(Q2), obtained correspond-
ing to the asymptotic DA in the aV scheme with mV
2 ’Q2/1.7
~7.14!. The experimental data are taken from @38#.053020sponding BLM scale. Derived in the MS scheme @for which
the suitable compact form ~5.3! has been adopted#, these ex-
pressions are valid for an arbitrary form of the distribution
amplitude ~with the evolutional effects taken into account!,
and represent the main result of the present paper.
It has been demonstrated that the prediction for the
leading-twist perturbative QCD prediction for the pion tran-
sition form factor is independent of the factorization scale
mF
2 at every order in the strong coupling constant aS pro-
vided both the hard-scattering amplitude and the pion distri-
bution amplitude are treated consistently regarding their mF
2
dependence. The factorization scale disappears from the final
prediction at every order in aS without introducing any the-
oretical uncertainty. Consequently, for practical purposes the
simplest and commonly used choice mF
2 5Q2 is justified at
the intermediate steps of the calculation.
Based on the general expressions ~6.22! and ~7.4!–~7.6!,
the NLO predictions for the pion transition form factor have
been obtained using the asymptotic and the CZ distribution
amplitudes, with the renormalization scales being given by
the respective BLM scales determined from Eqs. ~7.2a! and
~7.7!. These predictions are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respec-
tively. By comparing these figures, one observes that, while,
on one hand, the prediction derived from the asymptotic dis-
tribution is in good agreement with the presently available
experimental data, on the other hand, the prediction obtained
assuming the CZ distribution exceeds the data significantly,
clearly demonstrating the inadequacy of the CZ distribution.
This is in accordance with the conclusions reached in @31–
34#, according to which the distribution amplitude is closer
to the asymptotic form than to the end-point concentrated
distribution of the CZ type. The renormalization scale mR
2
fixed according to the BLM scale setting prescription within
the MS scheme and corresponding to the asymptotic pion
distribution amplitude, turns out to be mR ,BLM
2 ’Q2/9. Thus,
in the region of Q2,8 GeV2, in which the experimental data
exist, mBLM
2 ,1 GeV2. Consequently, the prediction obtained
with mR
2 5mBLM
2 cannot, in this region, be considered reli-
able.
In addition to the results calculated with the asymptotic
distribution and MS renormalization scheme, the numerical
prediction assuming the same distribution but in the aV
scheme, with the renormalization scale mR
2 5mV
2 5e5/3mBLM
2
’Q2/2, has also been obtained. It is displayed in Fig. 11
and as seen, is in good agreement with experimental data.
Due to the fact that the scale mV
2 reflects the mean gluon
momentum in the NLO diagrams, it is to be expected that the
higher-order QCD corrections are minimized, so that the
leading order QCD term gives a good approximation to the
complete sum.
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APPENDIX A: g5 PROBLEM
1. General remarks
When using dimensional regularization, one runs into
trouble with quantities that have the well-defined properties
only in D54 space-time dimensions, that is, with the Levi-
Civita tensor emnlk , which is a genuine 4 dimensional ob-
ject, and consequently with the pseudoscalar g5 Dirac ma-
trix. The generalization of the g5 matrix in D dimensions
represents a problem, since it is not possible to simulta-
neously retain its anticommuting and trace properties. In
practice, the ambiguity arises when evaluating a trace con-
taining a g5 and pairs of contracted g matrices and/or pairs
of Dirac slashed loop momenta.5
To deal with a g5 matrix, several possible schemes have
been proposed in the literature. Following the previous cal-
culation of the pion transition form factor @10#, we have
compared two of them in the present calculation.
In the so-called naive-g5 scheme @16#, the anticommuta-
tion property of g5
$gm ,g5%50 ~A1!
is retained, while the cyclicity of the trace is abandoned, so
that, for example,
Tr@g5agmb cdgm#5~D26 !Tr@g5ab cd # , ~A2a!
Tr@gmg5agmb cd #5~22D !Tr@g5ab cd # .
~A2b!
The traces obtained by cyclic permutation of the matrices
g 5 , a , gm , b , c , d , gm can be divided into two classes,
depending on the location of g5 with respect to the con-
tracted g matrices: those in which g5 is outside the con-
tracted pair as in Eq. ~A2a!, and those where g’s are con-
tracted through g5 as in Eq. ~A2b!. As is seen, the result
~A2a! and the result ~A2b!, in which the anticommuting
property ~A1! of g5 had to be used before the contraction of
g matrices can be performed, differ by D24. Consequently,
if the trace is multiplied by a pole in D24, there appears a
finite ambiguity in the result.
An alternative scheme has been proposed in the original
paper on the dimensional regularization by ’t Hooft and Velt-
5The presence of a pair of Dirac slashed loop momenta leads in
fact to the appearance of a pair of contracted g matrices, since the
loop integration
E dDl
~2p!D
lklt
~Denominator! 5g
ktIg1
transforms lkltgkgt into gkgkIg1 . Apart from the con-
tracting g matrices and pairs of Dirac slashed loop momenta, the
rest of the trace elements could be treated as 4 dimensional, so their
~anti!commutation with g5 does not make a difference.053020man @17#, and further systematized by Breitenlohner and
Maison @18#. In this scheme, which we refer to as the HV
scheme, the anticommutativity of g5 is abandoned and re-
placed by
$gm ,g5%50 for m50, . . . ,4
@gm ,g5#50 for m54, . . . ,D . ~A3!
For calculational purposes, it proves useful to introduce the
following notation @18#:
gmn5gˆˆ mn1gˆ mn , ~A4a!
gm5gˆˆ m1gˆ m , ~A4b!
lm5 lˆˆm1 lˆm , ~A4c!
where
gˆˆ m
m54, gˆ m
m5D24, ~A5!
and
gmkgˆ n
k5gˆ mn , gˆ mngn~ ln!5gˆ m~ lˆm!. ~A6!
The relation ~A3! can then be written as
gmg552g5gˆˆ m1g5gˆ m . ~A7!
This prescription for g5 violates the Ward identities and in-
troduces ‘‘spurious’’ anomalies which violate chiral symme-
try. To restore the Ward identities, finite counterterms should
be added order by order in perturbation theory @42#. In this
scheme, the cyclicity of the trace is retained and the traces
given in Eq. ~A2! become
Tr@g5agmb cdgm#5Tr@gmg5agmb cd #
5~D26 !Tr@g5ab cd # . ~A8!
As is seen, the result ~A8!, obtained in the HV scheme, cor-
responds to the result ~A2a!, obtained using the naive-g5
scheme.6
If a trace contains an even number of g5 matrices, then
the property g5
251 can be used to eliminate g5’s from the
trace, and the Ward identities are preserved if the naive-g5
scheme ~A1! is used @16# ~the cyclicity of the trace is re-
stored and the corresponding results are unambiguous!. On
6As stated in @17#, should we allow to anticommute g5 before
continuation to D dimensions and after that use the HV scheme
defined by Eq. ~A3!, different results would emerge and ambiguity
would reappear. We would again obtain two classes of results: the
result ~A8! for g5 outside the contracting pair of g matrices, and the
result ~A2b! for anticommuting the matrix g5 in between the con-
tracting g’s. In this sense, the HV scheme would also lead to am-
biguous results.-28
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can occur owing to the non-anticommuting property of g5.7
As for the traces containing an odd number of g5 matri-
ces, we are left with the above mentioned ambiguities in the
results.
2. The g5 ambiguity in the g*g\qq¯ amplitude
There are two approaches one can take in order to resolve
the g5 ambiguity problem in practical calculations ~such as
the calculation of the hard-scattering amplitude of the pion
transition form factor!. For each diagram, one can determine
the way of manipulating the g5 matrices so that the Ward
identities are preserved @9,10#. Alternatively, one can per-
form the calculation using the HV scheme, and then intro-
duce an additional renormalization constant which eliminates
the ‘‘spurious’’ anomalies introduced by this prescription. In
@10#, the counterterm at the NLO order was calculated for the
special case of the hard-scattering amplitude already convo-
luted with the asymptotic distribution amplitude.
We have calculated the LO, NLO, and n f-proportional
NNLO terms to the hard-scattering amplitude using both the
naive and the HV prescription for g5. By combining these
results with the results for the distribution amplitude ob-
tained in the same order, ambiguity in the naive-g5 scheme
has been resolved and the HV renormalization constant de-
termined.
Although our end NLO result for the hard-scattering am-
plitude agrees with the result given in @10# @determined up to
O(e0)#, the same is not true for the contributions of the
individual one-loop diagrams of Fig. 4 when calculated using
the naive prescription for g5.
Namely, owing to the fact that the relative position of g5
with respect to the Dirac slashed loop momenta was ignored,
classes of terms appearing in the contribution of individual
diagrams were omitted in @10#.
For example, the trace corresponding to the diagram A23
of Fig. 4 leads to three different results depending on the
position of g5:
Tr@g5P gm~xP 2q !gl~xP 2q2ł !gn2~12x !P 2łgl#
~A9a!
ÞTr@glg5P gm~xP 2q !gl~xP 2q2ł !gn2~12x !P 2ł#
~A9b!
ÞTr@2~12x !P 2łglg5P gm~xP 2q !gl~xP 2q2ł !gn# .
~A9c!
In Ref. @10#, however, only the results for traces ~A9a!
and ~A9b! were given. To conveniently describe the g5 am-
biguity present in the contributions of A23 and other dia-
grams, we have introduced the parameters d and d8. Thus,
d50 corresponds to the situation where g5 lies outside the
7Again, should we allow to anticommute g5 before continuing to
D dimensions and then to use the HV scheme, different classes of
results could be obtained, depending on the position of g5’s. Hence,
in this scheme, the ambiguity would still be present.053020contracting g’s and pairs of ł’s, as in Eq. ~A9a!. Correspond-
ing to the case when g’s are contracted through the g5 matrix
is d51. For g5 not being placed between the pairs of ł’s, as
in Eq. ~A9b!, d850, while for g5 placed between the pairs
ł’s, as in Eq. ~A9c!, d851. The contributions obtained using
the HV scheme correspond to d50. The contributions de-
fined in Eq. ~4.6a! of the individual NLO diagrams of Fig. 4
can then be parametrized by
T˜ A11(22)5F2 12 ~@hUV12d#21 !2 12 ~@h IR22d#11 !G
1O~e! ~A10!
T˜ A335@2@hUV12d#1ln~12u !21#1O~e! ~A11!
T˜ A235@@hUV12d~11d8!#12h IR1ln~12u !24#
1O~e! ~A12!
T˜ A135F @hUV12d~11d8!#12h IRS 11 1u ln~12u ! D
1
1
u
ln2~12u !2
32u
u
ln~12u !24G1O~e!
~A13!
T˜ A125F2212uu ln~12u !@h IR12d~11d8!#
2
12u
u
ln2~12u !110
12u
u
ln~12u !G1O~e!,
~A14!
where to facilitate the comparison with the results of Ref.
@10#, we have introduced hUV51/eˆ 1ln m2/Q2, h IR521/eˆ
2lnm2/Q2, and 1/eˆ 51/e2g1ln(4p). In @10# the results cor-
responding to d851 in Eqs. ~A12! and ~A14!, as well as to
d850 in Eq. ~A14!, were omitted.
It was argued in @10# that since the quark propagator and
the photon vertex corrections were related by the Ward iden-
tity of QED, they should be calculated as if they were not
part of the trace with g5. This then determines the choice
d50 in diagrams A11, A22, A33, A23, and A13. The re-
maining ambiguity associated with the IR ~collinear! pole in
diagram A12 was resolved by repeating the calculation in the
‘‘equal-mass regularization,’’ in which the quark and the
gluon were given the same small mass m. It was found that
the correct choice for diagram A12 corresponded to the result
obtained by contracting the g’s through g5, and for g5 placed
between the ł’s ~although the latter requirement was not
stressed in @10#!, that is, for d51 and d851.
We have confirmed these choices by our calculation. In
presenting our results in Sec. IV, we have already adopted
the d50 choice ~or, equivalently, the HV results! for dia-
grams A11, A22, A33, A23, and A13, as well as for the
diagrams obtained from these by inserting the quark vacuum-29
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the corresponding vacuum polarization diagram, is param-
eterized only by d , with d‘ taken as 1.
A remark concerning the presentation of the g*g→q¯q
amplitude in the form given by Eq. ~2.1! is in order.
The multiplication of the amplitude by the factor
1/(ie2)N emna8b8Pa8qb8 and the contraction of the Levi-
Civita tensors before the loop integrals are evaluated simpli-
fies the calculation ~since then at most three-point Feynman
integrals appear!. Since the generalization of the Levi-Civita
tensors to D dimensions is not unique, caution should be
exercised when contracting these tensors. When using the
HV scheme, the relation @18#
em1m2m3m4en1n2n3n452 (pPS4
sgn p)
i51
4
gˆˆ np(i)
m i ~A15!
should be employed, in which case N52/Q4. Note that the
loop integrals with lˆˆ terms in the numerator of the integrand
will be encountered. Only the one-loop integrals containing
lˆˆ2 terms are different from the corresponding counterparts
with l in place of lˆˆ , while the presence of the lˆˆm1 lˆˆmn
terms does not alter the usual results. When using the naive-
g5 scheme, the gˆˆ np(i)
m i from Eq. ~A15! can be replaced by
gnp(i)
m i
, and then N52/@(D22)(D23)#2/Q4. We have
checked our results by evaluating the contributions with and
without the Levi-Civita contraction. The results agree.
APPENDIX B: FEYNMAN RULES
FOR THE PERTURBATIVELY CALCULABLE PART
OF THE DA
In this section we list the Feynman rules for the f˜ (u ,t)
operator ~3.6! rederived following @20#.053020In Sec. II the distribution amplitude f˜ (u ,t) for a state
composed of a free quark and antiquark has been introduced
~3.6!:
f˜ ~u ,t !5E dz22p ei[u2(12u)]z2/2
3^0uC¯ ~2z !
g1g5
2A2
VC~z !uqq¯ ;t&
1
ANc
with z15z’50. The quark and antiquark carry the momenta
tP and (12t)P , respectively, and the frame in which P1
5P01P351, P25P02P350, P’50 has been chosen.
The path-ordered factor V ~3.3!,
V5expH igE
21
1
dsA1~zs !z2/2J ,
makes f˜ (u ,t) gauge invariant, and it can be expanded in
perturbation theory as
V5 (
n50
‘
~ ig !n
n! E21
1
)
k
n
dskA1~skz !z2/2. ~B1!
The path-ordering is immaterial since A1 fields commute. In
the light-cone gauge (A150), this operator is unity, but gen-
erally ~for example, in the Feynman gauge we are using!
introduces extra diagrams. The n-th order term in the ~B1!
series will correspond to diagrams with n gluon lines at-
tached to the operator vertex. By inserting the term
u~12sk!u~11sk!5iE dr2p eirsk 1r ~e2ir2eir! ~B2!
the limits of the integration in Eq. ~B1! are changed, and the
function f˜ (u ,t) takes the formf˜ ~u ,t !5E dz22p eiu2(12u)z2/2(n50
‘
~ ig !n
n! iE dr2p 1r ~e2ir2eir!E2‘
‘
ds1dsneır(s111sn)
3^0uC¯ ~2z !
g1g5
2A2
A1~s1z !A1~snz !C~z !uqq¯ &S z22 D
n 1
ANc
. ~B3!The fields in Eq. ~B3!, along with the standard quark-
gluon interaction insertions, are contracted in all possible
ways, yielding different Feynman diagrams contributions.
Here we list the Feynman rules derived from Eq. ~B3!.
The operator
^0uC¯ ~2z !
g1g5
2A2
C~z !
from Eq. ~B3! will be represented by the crossed circle ^ inFeynman diagrams. The ^ vertex has a quark line entering
and leaving the ^ vertex, and an arbitrary number of at-
tached gluon lines (A1 field can be contracted only with A2,
so the gluon line does not re-enter the vertex!.
The general form of the ^ vertex with n gluons attached
to it is given by
g1g5
2A2
E dz22p eiSz2/2)j51
n
~ ig !
i
q j
1
~12eiz
2q j
1
!, ~B4a!-30
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S5u2~12u !2k1
12k2
12(j51
n
q j
1
, ~B4b!
and q1 , ,qn are 4-momenta of the gluons entering the
circle, while k1 and k2 are the 4-momenta of the quarks
entering and leaving the circle, respectively. The form given
in @20# is slightly different and incomplete regarding the
gluon 4-momenta sign convention. In the special case when
there are no gluons attached to the ^ vertex, and the notation
k15k and k25k2P is used, the expression ~B4! takes the
form
g1g5
2A2
d~u2k1!. ~B5!
The gluon propagator for the gluon attached to the ^
vertex ~stemming from the A1An contraction! takes the form
2i
gn
1
q21ih
dab , ~B6!
so after the gn
1gn contraction, the gluon-quark vertex for a
gluon attached to the ^ vertex becomes
2igg1
la
2 . ~B7!
We will not specify here the usual Feynman rules already
used in the calculation of the hard-scattering amplitude. Let
us just note that similarly to the calculation of the hard-
scattering amplitude, the correct spin and parity state of the
qq¯ state has been projected by multiplying the diagrams by
g5g
2
2A2
5
g5P
A2
~B8!
and taking the trace. The color singlet nature of the qq¯ state
is taken into account by including the factor
(
a51
3
dab
ANc
~B9!
and consequently the trace over color indices must be taken.
The result should be multiplied by an extra factor 1/ANc @see
Eq. ~B3!#, which takes into account that f˜ (u ,t) is normal-
ized to give the LO result d(u2t) ~i.e., normalized to 1).
Finally, note that we are investigating the meson flavor non-
singlet distribution amplitude.
APPENDIX C: ON THE COUPLING CONSTANT
RENORMALIZATION
In this section we briefly resume the relevant ingredients
of the coupling constant renormalization, which are fre-
quently obscured in practical applications found in the litera-053020ture, and we also introduce our specific representation ~5.3!
for the MS renormalization used in this calculation.
1. Coupling constant renormalization
It is well known that in D54 dimensions, the QCD cou-
pling strength g is a dimensionless quantity @g#5M 0 (M
denotes the mass unit!, while in D5422e dimensions @g#
5M e. Obviously, the dimension of the ‘‘bare’’coupling con-
stant aS , related to ‘‘bare’’ g by g254paS , corresponds to
@aS#5M 2e. The renormalized coupling, i.e., the running
coupling aS(m2), is, naturally, a dimensionless quantity and
the coupling constant renormalization introduces the addi-
tional scale m2, whose presence balances the dimensions in
the renormalization equation aSm22e5aS(m2)Za . The
scale introduced by the renormalization of the coupling con-
stant is often referred to as the renormalization ~or coupling
constant! scale and denoted by mR
2
, while the renormaliza-
tion of the coupling constant in the MS scheme ~the simplest
renormalization scheme! reads
aS5mR
2eaS~mR
2 !S 12 aS~mR2 !4p b01e 1O~aS2! D , ~C1!
where b051122/3 n f .
In practical calculations, the additional scale m2 is often
introduced before the coupling constant renormalization ~the
presence of m2 in Feynman integrals is quite standard!,
which corresponds to introducing the dimensionless (@aS#
5M 0) ‘‘bare’’ coupling constant aS related to g by g2
54paSm2e, and consequently aS;m22e. The ‘‘bare’’ and
renormalized coupling constants are then related by aS
5aS(m2)Za , and, if we choose to renormalize the coupling
at the renormalization scale mR
2 different from the scale m2
introduced by regularization, the renormalization in the MS
scheme reads
aS5S mR2
m2
D eaS~mR2 !S 12 aS~mR2 !4p b01e 1O~aS2! D .
~C2!
We adopt the latter definition of the ‘‘bare’’ coupling con-
stant as a dimensionless quantity, and neglect the O(aS3)
terms in further considerations.
From Eq. ~C2! one trivially obtains the scale changing
relation
aS~m
2!5S mR2
m2
D eaS~mR2 !F 11 aS~mR2 !4p b01e XS mR2m2 D
e
21 CG
~C3a!
5aS~mR
2 !S 11 aS~mR2 !4p b0lnmR2m2 D 1O~e!, ~C3b!
the b function-31
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5m2 ]
]m2
aS~m
2!
52e aS~m
2!2
aS
2~m2!
4p b0 , ~C4!
and, consequently, the running coupling
aS~m
2!5
4p
b0XS m2
L2
D e21 C1e
5
4p
b0ln
m2
L2
1O~e!. ~C5!
It is safe to ignore the O(e) terms in Eq. ~C5!, since the
expression for the running coupling is usually introduced
after all singularities have been removed ~by renormalization
and/or factorization!. Generally, one cannot neglect the O(e)
terms in Eq. ~C2! or Eq. ~C3! ~neither in order aS nor in aS
2),
and the use of the compact forms ~C2! and ~C3a! is preferred
until all singularities are removed.8
2. Renormalization schemes
Next we turn to the choice of the renormalization scheme
and the representations of that choice.
One can introduce different renormalization schemes by
modifying the renormalization constant Za to Z¯ a as a func-
tion of
f ~e!511e f (1)1e2 f (2)1 , ~C6!
where f (e) defines the renormalization scheme choice, while
aS5aS(m2) Z¯ a . Equation ~C2! is then generalized to
aS5S mR2
m2
D eaS~mR2 !S 12 aS~mR2 !4p b0 f ~e! 1e D , ~C7!
8One of the motivations for this short summary on the coupling
constant renormalization was the appearance of different forms of
aS renormalization equations in the literature. The quite often used
form
aS5aS~mR
2 !F12 aS~mR2 !4p b0S1e 2lnmR2m2DG
represents an ‘‘effective’’ expression, which can be strictly used
only for calculations in which there are no singularities apart from
those that get renormalized by this coupling constant renormaliza-
tion. The curious looking aS renormalization procedure given in,
for example, @26#, presumably represents an attempt to generalize
the above given ‘‘effective’’ form to all orders in e . In the presence
of additional UV or IR singularities, the terms containing both
scales mR
2 and m2 remain after the aS renormalization, which is
clearly inconsistent. The final finite results are correct since these
curious looking terms are moved to renormalization and/or factor-
ization constants.053020and the choice f (e)51[ f MS(e) corresponds to the MS
scheme. Equations ~C3!–~C5! get modified by b0→b0 f (e).
The MS scheme is defined by
f MS~e!511e2g1ln~4p!1O~e2!, ~C8!
and, to the order we are calculating, the O(e2) terms are
arbitrary. Different definitions can be found in the literature:
the original definition of the MS scheme @43# f MS(e)51
1e@2g1ln(4p)# or the choices f MS(e)5exp@e(2g
1ln(4p)# and f MS(e)5(4p)e/G(12e) ~for example,
@26,27# and @28#, respectively!, which mimic the e depen-
dence of the gn, lnn4p, (p2)n proportional terms introduced
by dimensional regularization. Although they are all valid
choices leading to the same (MS) result ~after renormaliza-
tion and factorization of singularities!, they unnecessarily
complicate the calculation, since the intermediate results
should be expanded over e and since they do not contain the
(G) functions originally introduced by dimensional regular-
ization. A more appropriate choice would be the one that
contains combinations of G’s that naturally emerge in the
calculation. For this calculation, in which both UV and IR
singularities were regularized by dimensional regularization,
the appropriate choice is @see Eqs. ~5.1! and ~5.4!#
f MS~e!5eG~e!G~12e!
G~12e!
G~122e! ~4p!
e5eGUV
(0) ~e!, ~C9!
while, for example, for the calculation in which only UV
singularities were regularized by dimensional regularization,
the choice f MS(e)5eG(e) would be appropriate.
Alternatively, we can represent the dependence of the
coupling constant renormalization on the renormalization
scheme by aS f (e)5aS(m2)Za ~see, for example, @27#!. The
generalization of Eq. ~C2! is then given by
aS5S mR2
m2
D e@ f ~e!#21 aS~mR2 !S 12 aS~mR2 !4p b01e D , ~C10!
and it represents a representation alternative to Eq. ~C7!.
Equations ~C3!–~C5! are valid for the ~C10! representation.
Since b0 ~and b1) does not depend on the choice of the
renormalization scheme, the renormalization scheme and
scale dependence can be described, to the order we are cal-
culating, only by one parameter ~for example, the scale!. The
renormalization scheme and the renormalization scale are
treated on the same footing in representation ~C10! and their
equivalence is explicit. For example, by substituting mR
2
5m˜ R
2 @ f (e)#1/e, L25LMS2 @ f (e)#1/e into Eq. ~C10!, the renor-
malization equation ~C2! in the MS scheme is obtained.
The other advantage of the ~C10! representation is that
after the coupling constant renormalization is performed, the
dimensional parameter e remains as the only artifact of di-
mensional regularization. Consequently, when using Eq.
~C7!, the renormalization and factorization constants
ZM,ren ,ZM,col contain gn, lnn4p, (p2)n proportional terms
apart from the 1/en poles. In contrast, when using Eq. ~C10!
ZM,ren ,ZM,col contain only simple 1/en poles.
In this work the representation ~C10! along with the defi-
nition ~C9! of the MS scheme is used.-32
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